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PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATION,

Improvements in Machines for Preparing Perforated Record

or Control Strips.

A communication trom tie Laystoy Moyoryvpr Macrine Company, a Corpora-
ion ercated and existing wnder the laws, of the State of Virginia, and

ing ils principal place of business at Washinglon, Distriet of Columbia,
United States of America.

Averep Jtuivs Bout, of 111, Hatton Garden, in the County of London,
tered Patent Agent, do hercby declare the nature of this invention to be as

invention relates to improvements in apparalus or machincs for prepariag
rated record strips or ribbons such for instance as are designed primarily

controlling the production of printing characters or type, through the medium

spropriale mechanism, that for instance exployed in what is known ae the

ton Monotype System” although features of the invention may be utilized

oducing perforated record or voulrel strips, ribbons or the like for other

purposes.

In English Patent No. 22208, dated September 28th, 1897, a machine is set

in detail for producing perforated record strips of the characler mentioned

jis fimctions the machine contemplated by the present invention approxi-
closely thar set forth in the said patent, to which reference may be had

more clear understanding of the general objects lo Ue accomplished.
Tiy in respect to the relationship existing between the ip producing

anism, and stripproduced thereby, and the subsequent functions performed
+ the sirip in the character producing mechanism.

While the said points of similarity exist between the formerly patented
aratus and the present invention, by the present improvement, the mechanisms

accomplishing the desired ends arc greatly simplified; .the labor of the

tor materially reduced, and generally, more accurate and complete results

allained, particularly with respect to the justification perforations, the

ine indicaling to. the operaler exactly which keys are to be struck ta com-

te the justification of every line, thereby climinating all mental calenlation

Dility of error and reducing the problem to a mechanical certointy.
eral eaking, while the machine is an organized whole designed for

a unilary result embodied in the record or contol strip, yet for

of 2 deiail description and a more ready undersianding of the

elements organized 0 produce such result, the mechanism nay be

9 groups, such groups comprising, first the paper feeding mechanisra
¢ the strip or ribbon at regular intorvals and holding it in position

© punches; second, the punching mechanism by means vf which the

,
said pertorations being properly dis-

are made in the record str:

| and combiried so as to represent and control the production of the
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separale types, paints, spaces, etc., pertaining to the selected fout, while cerlain

other perforations control ihe setting of the justi7ying incchanism lo vary the

thickness of the bodies (preferably only cerlain selected bodies, as spaces and

full stop type} seb ways, and lo inangurale the movement of the gally

mechanism at-the completion of each line; third, the’ key buard, or finger

Mechanism operating either ucdiately or immediately upon the mechanisms to

control their movements; fourth, the justifying indicator for indicating to the

onewalor the appropriale justidication keys to be operated to make the indications

for a properly justiied line; fifth, a line indicator for indicating the number
of units whiel can be included inaline, or the number of units remaining unfilled

in a Lau xth, the resetting mechanism for restoring the parts, parlicularly
the indicating mechanism to the zero point, ready for subsequent operations.

With this preliminary explanation, the details of the several socchanisms aud

their co-relation will now he described, the particular features of novelty of the

invention being sel forth in the appended claims.

Tn the accompanying drawing
igure 1 is a perspective view of a hey board yecord produciug mechanisin

ng the present improvement:
Figare 2 is a front clevation of the same, these Gvo Aignres showing the parls

in fleir zero position,
Vignre 3 is an elevation looking at the left hand side of the machine with

the parts in the position indicated in Figures 1 and 2.

Kigure 4 is a vertical section taken centrally through the upper portion. af

the machine and lo y towards the left hand side, the paper feeding snecbanism

being shown in elevation. Z

:

Firare 3 is a detail sectional view of the rigid and Jimher pawls of the papet

feeding mechanism.

Figure 6 is an elevation with the side casing oved, Jooking towards the

Jeft hand side, this figure showing the lower portion of the machine, while

Wieure 4 shows the upper portion on substantially (he same scale.

Figure 7 is a horizontal section taken above the indicator operating mechanism

and showing {he main portion of such mechanism in top plan.

Vigure 8 is a vertical section taken through Lhe upper portion of the machine

looking lowards the left, and showing the indicator mechanism in side elevation.

Figure 9 is a corresponding view taken lo the left of the indicating mechanism,

Jooking towards (ie right, and showing euch mechanism in elevation from the

side opposite that illustrated in Figure 8.

Figure 10 is a front elevation of the upper portion of the machine with the

front of the casing and justification indicalors removed

Figure 11 is a verlical section taken transversely of the wnils whecl shaft lo

show the units wheel controlling mechanism.

Hignre 12 is a view looking ab the opposite side of the mechanism, ilustated

in Figure 11 and showing the rack and pinion for advancing the justification
indicalor upon the operation of certain predetermined keys (space keys for
instance.)

Figure 18 is a vertical section of the wnily wheel and indicator controlling

mechanism taken in a plane just in front of the units wheel rack and showing

the upper cnd of the driving weight and ity vack for impurting motion to the

units wheel rack, units wheel and line indicator.

Figure 14 is a detail horizontal section looking downwardly and taken on a

plane coincident with the axis of the units wheel aud justificationindicator shaft.
Bionre 15 is a detail sectional elevation showing the operating mechanism

for advancing the justification sndicator in accordance with the number of justi-

fying type bodies included in any partienlar 1h

Figure 16 is a seclional view taken transver

plane intersecting the indicator rack aud pinion

Figure 17 is a detai) perspective view showing the assembled group of units

elyof the indicator shaft. in a
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wheel stops for limiting the movement of the said units wheel in accordance wilh
the number of units contained in the bodies of the parlicular type designated
in the operation of the key levers.

Figure 18 is a delail perspective view of one of said stops showing a section
of one of the stop operating bars

Figure 19 is a vertical scction uurough the power weight and the gcaring
for transmitting the power lo the several mechanisms.

Figure 20 ‘is a diagramatic view illustrating the justilication chart and
indicator.

Ligure 21 iy a rear elevation of the whole machine with the rear plates of
the casiug remaved to show the upper rock bars, the ends of Uke lower rock
bars, the year ends of the key levers aud the guide bars for positioning the key
levers.

gure 22 is a diagramatic view illustrating the upper and lewer nuits hars
will the Jugs on the latter with which the key levers cooperate, this view also

showing in dotted lines, the upper series of rock bars for operating {he units

system of punches and the stop bars.
sa similar view showing the stop bars, the punch bars, the lower

punch bars, and in dotted lines, the rock shafts shown in Figure 22, and in

addition, in «dotted lines, the rock shaft for communicating motion [rom the

key levers lo the lower puneh bars.

VWignre24 is a cide clevation of one of the upper punch hars.

Vigure isa side elevation of one of ‘the stop bars.
Figure is a side elevation of one of the lower stop bars.

Figwe 27 is a detail perspective view showing the main and supplemental
racks for operating ibe wniis wheel and justification indicator arm, together
wilh the Jocking paw! for unitng said racks, and the throw-out arm for said

pawl, sad arm and pawl being shown in dotted lines.

Figure 28 is a perspective view showingone of the lower rack bars and: the
means for imparting aolion therefrom to the lower punch bars, a key lever and
lower unils bar being shown in dotted Enes.

The working mechanism of the machine which lalier will he termed a key
board, may he convenicntly mounted in a frame or casing, which is preferably
divided -nlo a botlom section 1, and intermediate section 2, and a paper sup-
porting snrmounting the section 2. The bottom section 1 of the

preferably has an extended basc for the accommodation of the key levers ani

at its front is arranged {0 permit the key levers to project for the attachment

ol tie finger pieces 4, these finger pieces and key levers being arranged in

vertieal columns and horizontal rows, as will hereinafter appcar in the deserip-
tion of this particular part of the machine. The intermediate portion of the

casing 2, preferablyconlains the indicating mechanisra and « portion of the

puuch bar operating mechanism and at the left hand side provision is made for

supporting the weight from which the driving power iy secured and the racks

and mechanism through which such power is transmitted to the operating parts
ot the keyboard.

For convenience in manufacture, both

parts end in respeet to the cost, the three sections of the casing and the
mechanism carried therehy are made up of independent parts, which, however,
in the assembled structure are conrected up for unitary action

respect to the assembling of the

cue Parser.Alsctiaxtsm ror Houpine axp |

at the top of the machine is arvanged with bearings 5 for the
reception of the journals of the spools upon which the paper or record strip is

wound, this strip Teng preferably in long lengths, previously prepared with
viarginal perforations aud wound upon a spool ex bobbin adapted to be held in

place im the bear'ngs 5 by a shaft or pin 6, upon which the “spool may be

The frame



short shaft 11, carrying at its outer end a pinion 12 m

‘ment wheel 20, is preferably an ordinary ratchet wheel and the pawls 2
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rom which it may be drawn around a hollow dic 7 by means of pinplaced and

wheels 8 arranged to engage the marginal perforations in the sleip and trom

which it is carried to and wound upon the receiving 1oller or spool 9 jownaled
on a remoyable shatt 10, said spool being adaptcd to be rotated to maintain the

leusion on the paper regardless of the paracular size cf the voll, as will be :

now described.
2

The receiving roll 9 al one end contacis or is removably connected with a

hing with a vertical

inion 12 being made by
the rack may be

rai

vack 13, the connection between the shaft 11 and the

means of a apring pressed clutch section 14, wherel

without reversing the rotation of the roll and tend by weight and the driving
weight, to be presently referred to, to rotate the roll forwardly for winding the

paper. Tho pin wheels 8 are mounted on a corresponding shall having a

pinion 15 connected therewith through a clutch <ecion 1G, Figure 2, and

adapted to be driven by means of a vertical rack 17. The two racks 13 and 17,
figures land J, are arranged to work vertically in paralielism in suitable

guides on the side of the frame or casing and between them is suspended a

pinion or gear wheel 15, from the journal of which a weight 19 is suspendad
and hence tends to draw said vacks downwardly [ov advancing the paper, but

permits the said racks to move independently, in order to allow for the var

lion in the size of the receiving roll, and at the seme time maintain a proper
tant pressure, on both the pin whecls and rece’sing voll, for advancing

ihe paper across the die 7, where ib is in position to be acted upon by the punches
jor producing (he pertorations therein which constitute the record

and ¢o.

To check the feed of the papcr and hold it stationary during the time the.

punches arc acting thereou, the pin wheel shaft is provided at the end opposite
the pinion 15, with an eseapement wheel

20,

with which an escapement formed

hy stiff and [mber pawlsis adapted to cooperate for permitting the fecd of Lae

paper one tooth at atime, upon the operation of any oue of tha key levers and
tor holding the paper slationary at all other times.

By relerence particularly to Figures 4 and 5, it will be seen ihat the ese:

mounted upon the trame.3, 30 as to vibrate t ersely of the wheel, the stitf

pawl 21 being rigidly mounted upon an oscillatory shaft 22, held in bearings
on the frame 3, and adapted to abut against a single adjustable stop 23,
accostible from the front of the machine lor adjusling the position ef the rigid
pawl wilh respect lo the escapement wheel and at the came time, by throw!
said pawl ont of engagement with the escapement whe shall inay be mov

hackwardly in its bearings, or the papcr advanced or retracted as desired, with-
out interference by the pavtls. ‘The limber pawl 24 is pivoted upon the tilt

pawl 21 and is drawn backwardly against a stop 25on ihe siff pawl by means
vf eg

g 26, the extent of independent movement of this limber pawl being
he distanec between lwo adjacent teeth on the eseapement wheel and

thas when the sliff pawl is vibrated y of the wheel, the pawls will
be drawn alternately into engagemen| therewith and the wheel peimirted to 4)

advance one tooth at a time in the ordinary way. »

The pawl shaft 22 is provided with a transversely arranged arm 27, to one

end of which the retnrming spring 28, Figures 1, 4 und 10, is attached and to
the opposi
aud is a

e end of which a link 29 extends down through the top of ihe casing
ached to an arm projecting from a ehaft 30, which shull will herein

nated the feed shaft, and is shown clearly in Higures 4,9, 10 and 22
This feed shaft 80 is provided with a bail 31 hy means of which it is operated,
aud is designed not only to operate the paper or record strip feed, but also 40

operate the fecd mechanism of the wnits wheel and justification arm, as will
hereinafter appear,
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Tue Puncmisc Mecuastsa.

The die 7 is made hollow for the reception of the punchinys, and beneath
the die 7, the frame 4 formsa guide 32, Figure.9, for directing the entry of the paper
through velweed the punch guides 33 andthe die 7, from which point the paper
passes aronnd the tront 34 of the die which is prelerably enrved to conform to
the contour of the pin wheels so as lo maintain the paper in its correct align-
ment without wrinkling it. ‘The punches themselves Ja, (thirty-one in nuauoer)
ave arranged in a line and preferably in a plane radial to the axis of the pin
wheels. ‘Lhcy pass through the guides 33 whereby their position is maintained.
Yor convenience aud ethimeney, ther upper cnds or operadve faces way be
notched as shown in Figure 9, to secure a cleyner cut und easier enivy or passage
of the punches through (he paper. At their lower ends they are cach connected
vo the upper ends of a corresponding sevies ot vertically arranged punch hars 36,
preferably extending down to the botiom ol the intermediatesection 2 of the

casing and held in suitable zuides therein so as to be capable of a limited langi-
tudinal movement but be held against transverse movement in any direction.
The whole bedy of punches is arranged in a line having a length somewhat
less than the width of the record strip o: paper wilhin the marginal perfora-
tions, as will be secon from an inspection of ¥ignres 1, 2 and 10 In theit
several combinations they are designed to represent, by their perforations, all
ol ihe characters on the finger picces of the hey board, including the spaces
and the justification indications for varying the body thickness of the particular
characters, solected for justificalion, (sich as the space and full stop characters
for instance). Bearing in mind the fact that the slrip ilself is desiened to
control in the casting machine, the positiewing of the die case for forming the
characters in two diferent directions so as to center any character to be formed

reby, uud further that it is convenient, both for the purposes of producing
record

strip

and for the production of the characters themselves, to arvange
in the diecase in columns, the characters im cach columm being
body suess sef-ways, and in lines at right angles to said

columns, the body thickness of the characters in the lines varyingaccording to
ihe partienlar column in which ihey are located, it will.be scen thal il will he
convenient to similarly arrange the punches and the key levers. That is to say,
the finger pieces of the key levers may be grouped lo correspond to the columns
and lines of the die case, im the characler produemg or castmg machine, and in
order to produce the proper combinations of punches, those punches producing
representations of characters in the columns will be operaled throngh a different
lrain of connection from those representing the characters in the lines, and hence
when any one Linger piece is depressed, these two mechanisms will he operated
thaeby, so as to move a punch fer indicaling the proper column,
and also a second punch for indicating the proper character iu that
column. In this description therefore, those punches for selecting the desired
columm of characters, will be designated as the units punches, this designation
heing appropriate because of the fact thal these punches make perforations for

se.ecting the column having characters of the desired number of units of width
or bedy thickness therein, and the punches for scleeting the characters in those
columns will be designated as the character punches, a corresponding distinct!
being followed with respeel lo the operating mechanism for the said punches.

Fxtending across the maeline and journaled in the sides of the intermediate
section 2 and in rear of the punch bars is a ieal series of uuils punch
operating rock shafts 37, the uumber of yock shafts beg one in excess of the
number of punch bars to be operated thereby, inasmuch as two of the said
vork shafts are adapted to operate upon the same qnmch bar, as will be herein
after referred. to. ‘These uniis punch operating tel: shafts are each provided
with a forwardly extending hail 58 adapted to cooperate wiih lugs or projec
tious 59 on the rear edges of the pwich bars as will he readilyunderstood from
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) and 28, the lalter figure particularly, showing

Ghagiamatieally, which punch har ia, this pevlioular wachine is adapled lo be

operated by each of the rock shafts.” Vox operating the rock shafts and their

bails, bere is provided a series of unite bars corresponding in number to the

number of columns in the key board, which in the present instance is fifteen,

And these wnits bara for convenience are divided into upper aud lower units bars,

the upper units bars being uumbered 40, Pigures 4, 9 and 22. ‘Ihe bars 40

guided to work vertically in the int nediate section 2 of the casing, being

avec transversely to correspond approximately to the column arranger

the key board and are each provided with a forwardly projecting lug or lu

embracing or engaging the bail on {he apprepriate rock shaft and so raise and

lower the appropriate punch bar and puuch.  !rom an ‘uspeetion of Figures 10

it will be seen thal il is not necessary that all of the bails on the rock

shall exiend entirely across (he casing, inasmuch as the lower toch shafts

are operated by the unils bars on the lefl hand side of the machine only, and

hence for rouvenience in manufacture, these hails are somewhat shorter than

the bails on the upper units bar rock shalls. ‘he upper units bars 40 at their

lower ends vest upon and are adapted to be raised by the lower units bars 41,

Jigw , the planes of the two bars being at right angles to each olber to

secure a sufficient bearing, and at the same time to facilitate the construction

and assembling of the parts, ‘The said Jower units bars extend down throngh
the columns of key levers and are adapted to be operated thereby, ax will be

presently explained, im connection with the key Beataor finger mechanism.

The charaster selecting punch bars rest at Useir lower ends upon the upper

ends of the lower scetions 48 of the character selecting punch hi the latter

ceciions being hell in guides in the hollom section 1 of the casing 20 as to

work verlically, and are adapted to be operated, ee. raised and lowered by means

bf lower rock shedts 44 journaled in the bottom section 1 of the casing and

ealending transversely of the key levers, Vor thie purpose the eaid punch bar

seolious are provided at Lhe proper points, indicated in Figure

projeations 45 which engage or embrace bails 46 on the rock shatts 44, as shown

Heatly in the delail perspective view, Figure 28, and the rocks shafts are uperated

Dy the key levers, as will be presently deyeribed in counection with the key

board mechanism.

These lower seclions of the chavacter selecting punches being grouped to-

“her at the left hand side of the machine would occupy practically all of lhe

Epace end Teave no room for Une vertical columns of Koy Levers at Unis point aml

in order to provide space for these columns of key levers some of the lower

sections of the punch bars may be omitted leaving spaces 47, Vigure 23, aud

‘to trausinit the movement of the appropriate rock bars to the punch
boxe such spaces, suitable lower sections such as 48 may be provided at

any other convenient point and the said sections 48 at their upper ends engage

corresponding upper sections 49, which in turn cooperate with upper rock bars 40

and the latter engaye those punch bars (the lower sections of whieh are omitted

as before deserzbed) to raise and lower the same and thereby produce the desired

perforations. .As shown in this Figure 28, it will be seen thal the third and

sixth lower sections arc omitted and the third and sixth lower rock bars which

‘vould normally cooperate with such sections, now cooperate with the added lower

sections 48, and the third and sixth punch bars cooperate with the third and

an inspection of Figures 6,

. ‘Nhe tenlh punch bar is a constant punch bar for those characters
“space and full stop characters,” the bodies of which are varied for justification
aud this punch bar is operaled by the lowermost of the upper series of rock

pars and is adapled to be operated by the unite bars moved by the key levers

0

thus provided in the series of lower sections of the punch bars will accommodate

23, with lugs or

- yook bars which derive their motion from the added upper sec- 4

espoading to those characters, as will bo presently explained. The spaces
4
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three vertical rows or columns of key levers and in connection with the fourth
vertical row or column of key levers, a dilferent method of providing the spaceis shown, Referring again to this Figure 28, it will be acon lhal the lower
punch bar section corresponding to the 18th punch, counting from the right hand

6. side in this figure (left hand side of the machine) is simply deflected lo one

side, or bent al the top and bottom so as to leave the yertieal space 51, in
which the key levers may work.

‘The 17th punch bar, Figure 23, counting from ihe right hand side of this
figure, left hand side of the machine, it will be observed is provided wilh two

10 projections 39, adapting this puuch bar to be operated by the second and fifth
upper rock bars, counting fom the battom. This is done in order to economize
the number of punches as it is found that the punch which is operated by the
units bar corresponding to the Ieft hand column of character keys may be also
utilized as one of the puriches in the space combination, lhus the space key15 operating the unit bar (5 will operate the tenth and seventeenth punch bars.
counting from the right hand side of Figure 23, and the 17th punch bar will alse
be operated in proper combination by any one of the vertical columns of keys.
caer vemdeatleof die’ ber honed oad representing characters having 2

body thickness Jess than any of the other characters, except the space.
20 Key Bosrp or Pixar Mecuavisu.

In the base section 1 of the casing there is arranged a series of key lever

corresponding in number to the uumber of finger pieces 4 and [he number of
characters including justilicalion keys, space keys aud quatl, desiened to be
represented by the severalcombinations of punches anil to be reproduced by the

type Iorming machine. These key levers (see Figures 6 and 21) are

punchings pivoted at substantially the center, on shafts 53
ide to side of the casi the pivotal point being ai

whereby the levers will be subslantially
series of pivots

is

arranged on a diagonal line so as to give
near as practical, a unilorm angular movement to the rock shafts operated

ereby.
The movement of the key levers is limited the slots 56 in the front plate

of the lower section of the easing and at theit rear onds, they are spaced and
held in the proper vertical plane by guide bars 57 suitably mounted in Lie

35 casing and held in place by éross bars 58 at the lop and bottom,
To economize space and at the same time permit the use of relatively thin

wide levers which will be rigid enough to perform the work liposed upan
them the vertical columns of key levers corresponding to ox for producing ind:-
cations of characters having uniform widths are staggered, that is to say, the

40 key levers in the top horizontal row will he lneated on the opposite sides af the
guide bars 57 from the key levers in the second horizontal row, but starting
from the right hand side of the key board, for instance, the key levers located
on both sides of the first guide bar 57, will correspond to and be adapled to

operate a punch for indicaling a uniform body width, and this result is secured
by adapting all of said key Tevers in ibis vertical columa to cooperate with a

single one of the lower units bars, but cach of said key levers except the lower-
most, will cooperate with and operate a different lower rock bar, thus each of
said key levers will select or produce an indication for a different character in
that column

50 Tr willbe seen that the key levers are each provided with a tfansverse aper-
ture 59, clongated lengthwise of the key levers and through which aperture
the lower rock shafts 44 and their bails 46 work, the bails 46, however, resting
at the boltom of the rear portions of the apertures 69, whereby when any one

of the key levers is depressed at the forward end and raised at the rear end,
£5 the bails will be moved upwardly and the rack shafts oscillated to a correspond-

jing degree. Ths lower units bars 41 also extend down belween the key levers,

&
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one of said wnils bars being arranged between the staggered key levers of each

colin and upon apposite sides of thesc lower nuils baxs are formed a series of

projections or lugs G60corresponding in number and position to the key Jevars

with which the unils bars cooperale. The Ings are arranged on opposite sides of

the lower units bar to correspond with the staggered arrangement of the key

levers and are adapted to be located within the openings 49 in the key levers,

preferably in rear of the bails 46.

This mgement, it will be observed, permits the keylevers to have a can-

siderable width vertically and at the same lime the vert: height of the entire

solumn or series may be very much reduced by over-lapping the tops and bot-

toms of the key levers and in fact only sufficient space need be left for the

operation of the rock -shatls and the lower units bars, thus ihe size of the key

Jwoard may be reduced, or a larger number of characters included in a key board

of given size.

‘As before intimated, the character producmg or casting machine, for which

the representations or character indications in the record stip are produced in

the present machine coutemplates the use of a die carrier having movements back

and forth at right angles lo cach other. such combined movements being adapted

lo bring any particular character to the center casting point, and the

extreme advanca movement in each direction of this

a fixed stop, hence in the record producing or punching machine, it is wn-

necessary to provide indications for these two positions of adjustment, that is to

say, assuming thal the characters along one edge of the die carrier or block are

all of a given width, or in one column, ¥
is

unly necessary to employ a per

toretion oe indication for selecting the proper character in that column, and on

the other hand, if the movement is in the other direction. the particular linc is

determined by the fixed stop, against which the dic carrier
is

arrested and il is

only necessary to provide a perforation for the parlicular column in which the

desired character is located. Beeause of (his arrangement. it is not necessary

to provide a punch operating units bar for ihe right hand column on the key

bord, although from Higure 22, it will be seen that such a bor both an upper

and a lower section, is provided, not, however, for operating a punch but only

for feeding the paper and justilication or indicating mechanism as will be pre-

wently explained. Neither is it necessary to provide a rock shaft aud bail for

the bottom row or line of key levers and conseq uently the rock shaft is omitted

entirely from this place as shown clearly in Figure 6, the lower units bars,

however, are operated by the lower line of key levers for selecting the particular

column in which the characters are located and cach of the key levers of the

Fight hand eolunn operates its appropriate rock burfor indicaling its partiewlar

e

ie

vetacter an that column. ‘The operation of the lower right Land key al the 4

cal column will cause an extreme

thisjunction of the lower line and right hand ver

throw of the dic carrier in both directions and in the present structure.

characler is a quad and is given a determinate body width.

The space key 61 and the leader full stop or period key 62 in the pre

machine are arranged iu the bottom ro 7

application of the present invention, it is designed to have these keys produce

jndications which will in tum enable the justification of the line to he secured

by the variation in the body widths of these type and no others, special. connce-

tone between the Key lovers and the punches are provided for said kevs.

Mechanically, the connections are similar to those already described, and the

particular arrangement of the mechanical parts will be hest understood from

63 indicates a bar

Pir inspection of Tignres 2% and 23. Referring to Figure 22,

corresponding to the lower units hars but adapted to be operated solely by the

space key G1, and G4 is a corresponding bar ada pted to he operated solelyby

ia ler full stop ax period key 62. These two bars 63 and (4 at thei upper

ends contact with and are adapted to operate space and period units bars

and 66, Both these bars 65 and 66 have lugs 67 therecn, adapted to cooperate

mt

arrier is determined by
4

7 Hine and inasmuch as in the practical
<
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with the lowermost of the upper rock bar or its bail, numbered 68, for con-

venience in distinguishing it. In addition, the spave bar 65 has a lng 6

adapted to cooperate with the next to the lower oue of the upper rock bars and
through these lwo rock bars the space key will elevate the tenth and seventeenth

punch bars, conting from the right hand side, Figure 23, (lefi hand side of
the machine). The upper full stop or period bar 66 also has a second lug or

projection 70 which cooperates with the seventh rock bar from the bottom of
the upper series of rock bars and this rock bar in turn will raise the twentieth

punch bar, counting from the right hand side of Figure 25, in addition, the
tenth punch bar, is raised as just explained, making perforations which indicate
and will control the production of justifying type bodies in the line when the

casting or producing mechanism has been properly set hy the desired justification
perforation

The justification perforations are formed by a combination of punches con-

trolled from the two uppermost rows or lines of key levers and insofar as the
operation of lhe punches by these key levers, is concerned, ib does not differ

mechanically from the operation of ‘the other punches. Referring again ta

Figures 22 and 23, it will be seeu that the upper line or row of key levers
will each operale iis appropriate units punch through the unils bars and upper
rock shafts and in addition, this upper row will from the top-most of the upper

0

teenth junch, coun

:

ond tow or li
punch and also the second of the lower

+ will operate a lower puach bar 71,
Fi

rst punch on the lelt 7
e machine.

Li will be noted that in working owt ihe combinations punches for pro-
ducing the many characters covered by the key board, namely 255 in the ilins

tration, the mechanism is such that each horizontal row or line has a constant

punch, that is to say, a punch which may be operated through one of the lower
rock bars when any y lever in thal horizontal line is operated and im addition,
cach of said keys will operale a different punch corresponding te the umits value
or body width of the character represented by thal partienlar key, the connec-

ious for this punch ‘being made (rough the units have and upper rock shaft,
as hefore explaincd, the exceplion however, being the right land column and
bottom row in connection with whieh it is’ only necessary to operate a single
punch owing to the intended. use of the sirip in the casting machine or producer
having two fixed stops. ‘lhe so-called eimstant punch’ operating mechanisn
is that illustrated in igure 28, in connection with the punches on the left hand
side of the figure, while the variable punch operating mechanism is that illus-
trated in Figure

22,

from which two figures it is thought thal a clear under=

standing of this porlion of the invention may be had.
‘When a key lever on any one hem is operated to form the indication in

the strip or record ribbon, it is of course nee wvthat before the next desigua-
tion is formed that the slipor ribbon shall be fed forward by Le paper feeding
mechanisin before deseribed, and to secure the operation of the escapement upon
the operation of any one of the key levers, each of the upper units bars and
the bars 65 and 66 as well as the right hand her in Figure 22, corresponding
to the right hand column of key levers in the machine, each carry at the woper
end a lug or projection 72, which resis under and is adapted to.raise the bail St
of the feed shaft 30, whereby when any one of said units bars is

vai

the
id feed shaft 30 will be oscillated and through the belore deserihed connec-

tion 29, with the pawls, the cscapement will be operated, andas the units bars
and key levers return to normal position, the escanement wheel will be allowed
to advance and feed the paper forward a proper distance.

The spring 28, which draws the cseapement pawls hack to normal position, it
vil be observed, is relatively long to secure 9 uniform tension throughout a

we will each operate its

nafts and this second

3, which will in lurn
nd side in said figure, and on the right hand
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somewhat wide range of movement and in addition te returning the escapement

pawls to their normal position, tb also serves to put a tension on the punch
operating mechanism and key mechanism generally for velurning them to their
proper position with an elastic pressure, as it will be observed, that when the

units bars +

their normal position under the influence of this spring, ar well as under fl

induence of gravity. ‘The punch bars themselves are also provided with lugs or

projections 78 also resting ‘under the feed shaft bail and serving to return the

samnch bars to their lower position, or on the other hand, said projeclions 73,

when the punch bars are raised, or any one of them is raised, will ensure the

operation of the feed shaft end a consequent feeding of the paper the desired

distance.

Josrievina MECHANISM AND MECHASTSM FOR OPERATING THE SAME

This aechanism 4s designed to provide for indicating to the operalor exactly

which justification keys are to be sbuck for producing indications of the amount

df body thickness set-waysis to be added to each of the justifying type bodies in

any aiven line, It is one of the objects of the invention to provide a mechanism

which will vegisler accurately the number of units set-w in the characters

previously indicated in the record strip or ribbon in any given Vue, by causing

an indicaling hand to revister with a suilable chart, dial, or card, or the like,

bearing upon il combinations of letters or fi corresponding to justifying keys

which latter when slruck, will produce perforations or indications representing

jhe exact increment or body width to be added to each of the justifying type
hodies to produce a perfectly justified line. thereby eliminating from. the

7

all mental calculation on the part of the operator and enabling him to, by

simply consulting the chart, dial or card,strike proper justification keys at (he

termination of cach Tine of indications

The invention contemplates ihe employment of a units wheel which is advanced

or givon an angular movement corresponding with, oc in definite propertion, ‘0;

the nmnber of units coniained in each one of the characters designated. in the

record strip;.a chart bearing the requisite justification key ‘ndicalions (letters

ov numbers corespouding to similar lellers or numbers on the quetification kevs

themselves), and a justification indicator which is advanced each time one of the

types, the hody of ‘which is varied to produce justification is ‘ndiealed. so as to

register with a line on the chart corresponding to the number of type bodies con-
q

tained in the line of type or indications thereof in the record ribbon, provision

being also made for securing a relative movement. of the indicator and chart for

showing the amount of unfilled justification space remaining in the line, this

heing preferably ax before siated, ‘simply by refcrence to the proper justification
keva to be struck for indicating the justification in the record ribbon.

Obviously the indicator itself may be swept aeross (he dial or chart for show-

ing the amount of justification space, or the dial or charl, may be moved. Lo

secure the same result, bul in the present machine, the Arst mentioned plan
has been adopied, that is to say, there is a fixed dial or chart and a justifieati
indicator which is moved transversely of the chart in accordance with the

nnmber of justifying type bodies indicated and longitudinally of the chart in

accordance with the body widths or units values in the port of the line not

previously designated.
Relerring particularly to Tigures 1, 2 and 20, it will he seen that oa the

front of the casing, preferably on the middle section 2 thereof, there
is

mounted

movably upon sluds.74, a chart 75 which is shown as substantially segmental

sn form, although as will presently appear, the lines of characlers thercan are

not trne ares of a circle but are spiral for adapting them to register with the

partienlar indicating hand or pointer emploved 3B
:

The units wheel 76, Figures 10, 11, 12. 18 and 11 is a toothed wheel, pre

ferably journaled in a frame 77 which alsa preferably supports most of the

ise the feed shaft bail, the tendency of said bars is to return to’

reblen
,
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ing mechanism. The shall upon which the units wheel is wounted,
preferably takes (he form of a sleeve 78, Vigure 14, aud the face of the units

wheel is provided with a elutch seclion 199 with which a longitudinally movable

pinion sleeve 79, Figures 4 and 14, engages to rotate the units wheel iorwardly,
but which will permit the pinion 79 to rolale in-a reverse divection without
rolating the umits wheel itself, The pinion is held in engagement with the
eluteb section by means of a spring SU enclosed in a casing SL ed by the
unt: cl und surrounding the rear end of the pinion sleeve. The pinion
couslituting the forward end of this sleeve 79 is adapted to mesh wilh w rack
har 82, Figures 13, and 27, and the motor or weight for driving the indicator
is applie? to this rack bar and tends lo advance the same aecoss the machine
towards the right hand side. In the preferred construction, the rack bar 82
extends oul lo the lett hand side of the casing and iesiies wilh a gear wheel $2

journaled in a bracket 84 and carrying a smaller gear wheel 85 with which oe

vertical rack 86 meshes. The rack $5 is guided in suitable ways in the bracket $4
and from ils lower end, the weight

87

tor moving {he parls is suspended. This

weight may be called a prime motor weigh! and the connection between it and
the rack 86 is a yielding couneclion preferably formed by condning a spring $8
in the weight, and extending a rod 89 down through the spring aud providing
its lower end with a nut or enlargement 90 upon which the lower end of the

spring will rest. he spring thus forms the real motor, the tension of which is
determined by the weight and the impact of ihe weight when once set in mation

by the downward movement of the rack will not impart a shock to the mechanism.
The furward movement or rotation of the units whcel is normally prevented

by the locking pawl 91 having its end toothed to accuralely £l and center the
teeth on the units wheel, sail pawl prelerably being mounted in bearings to

slide radially wilh relation to the wheel,
Above the units wheel and pivoted on a center 92 is a unils rack carrier

Figure 1, having ways thercin in whieh a units rack 94 reciprocales in a plane
taugentiat lo the periphery of the units wheel, and in position to mesh and

cooperate with said units wheel whenever the carrier 93 is The

units zack $4 is provided with a stop or projection 95 normally adapted to

arrest the movement of the units rack ‘n each direction by coming in contact
with the ends of the slot or way in the carricr in which it is mounted, unless
arrested by the units stops, to be presently deseribed. Lu! the operation of the

machine cr upon the depression of any of the fuger pieces, the units rack har

carrier is first depressed wotil the units rack is in mesh w the units wheel

and then the locking pawl 91 is withdrawn, allowing the units whcel to advance
in accordance wilh lie 1auge of movement of (he units rack, and upon the
release of said key, the locking pawl 91 is first moved into engagement with the

units wheel and then the wnits rack moyes out of mesh therewith, hence it will he

seen, that the advance of the unils wheel is directly controlled by the range of

movement allowed the units rack and this is varied in accordance with the

number of units contained in the body of the type designated by any particular
finger piece or key,

:

‘or securing the relative movements ol the units rack carricr 93 and the

locking pawl 91, just deseribed, a bell crank lever 96 is journaled al ils angle

on the fraiue 97 and one of its arms extends downwardly and cooperates v

the locking pawl 91, Figure 11. while ‘ts other arn extends horizontally and has

connected to it a link 97 extending vertically and this link 97 is in luwep con-

nected with a horizontal link 98 haying ity opposite end pivotally eonnected with

the units bar rack carrier at 99.
Z

Vhe link 98 is centrally pivoted to a depending connecting rod 100 whiehat

its upper end is supported Ly an arm 101, pivoted at one end on the casing aud

at its opposite end pivotally connected with au arm 102, Figure8, on the feed

shaft $0, thus when the feed shaft 30 is oscillated by the operation of any one
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AH he depressed against the tensionrs, the connecting rod 100 x

of the spring 28.
; '

A upring 103, Figure 18, is counceted at one end (o the units rack bar carrier 93
and at the opposite end to the frame 77 and by its tension lends to draw said

ruek bar carrier and rack bar down into engagement with the units wheel, but

the superior strength of the spring 25 overcomes the tension of the spring 103

and normally holds seid rack bar carvier 93 wp and the rack bar oul of engage-

tient with the units wheel, Dccause of this arrangement, it will be seen that

the Luk 98 operates as a lever aud as the link or connecting
downwardly the spring 103, also drawing down on the rack bar

hold the outer end of the link 98 upwardly and the locking pawl 91 in engage-

ment with the wheel until the rack bar is in engagement with the units wheel

and the rack
|

er comes to rest against its stop 104 when Lhe outer end

of the link 98 will be swung downwardly by the further movement of the

connecting rod 160 and this in (urn will swing the bell crank 96 and withdraw

the locking pawl $1 from engagement with the units wheel, permilting the

wheel to turn and carry with it the units rack. Qu the reverse movement of

ihe feed shaft and connecting vod 100, the spring 103 still exerling its tension

will cause the link 98 to act as J lever unlil the locking pawl 91 comes to rest

in engagement with the wnits wheel and then as the outer end of the Tink

cannot move upwardly auy further, its inner end will be swung upwar

rusing the wnits rack carricr 92 and disengaging the rack from the units whecl.

For tettmning the unity rack 94 to its normal position, in its carrier, wluch

is the position indicated in Figure Tl, a la 5 is conuected to its rear end

and extends owt to one end of the frame 77 where it is jointed to a vertical

lever 106 piveled to the frame 77 and having u spring 107 for drawing it out-

wardly, The opposite end of this spring 107, for convenience, is connected with

an arm 108, extending owt from the frame 77.

The mechanism for limiting the movement of the units rack and units wheel,

merales with the units rack directly and in the present embodiment embrace

a series of stops, filleen in number, and the extremerange-of travel of the units

rack to the end of its slot or way, constitutes another stop, making sixteen in all.

‘The number of stopping points of the units wheel and rack bar correspond
therefore to the number of yertical columns of characters the key board,
having different body widths, there beiug fifteen of such vertical columns, anil

¢ other stop is for the normal space indication, the character fur which has a

uuber of units of body thie! s therein than any one of the columns

By reference to Fignre 13, it will be seen that the units rack carrier 93 is

provided with a series of vertical slots or guides 109, and the forward ends ot

f scrics of stop levers 110, Figure 17, are adapted to play in these slots or

guides. In order to reduce as inuch as possible, the lateral space occupied by

the stop levers and at the same time to
ive

the advantages of independent
guides for the forward ends of the levers, as near as possible, to the point wher

the unils rack slrikes lhe same, only one half of the total number of stop lever

are adapted to project inlo such guides, and between each of the levers which,

do project into these guides there is arranged a second series of stops 111,

Vigure 17, the step Jevers 111 being provided with downwardly extending nose

portions 1 ich project between the levers 110, and an over-hanging por-
Hon 113 en any one of the series 111 is depressed, will carry wilh it

the next lever of the series 110 and thus each of the series of levers 111 when

depressed, carries with il iis supporting lever of the other seziesand the strain

is taken np by the guide 109 in which the lever 10 works.

The stops when thus arranged, it will be observed may individually he com-

paratively loose and free in action thereby ‘preventing al icking or liability
ta catch in the gnides and furthermore by providing ind guides for hold-

ing cach lever, the wear incident to the use of the levers is not ewmulative in

its action on the units wheel and the error due to this or due to the maula-
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ced to practically nothing. ‘the stop levers are journaled
aud iheir rear ends are rounded for co-operation with slots

stop bars 114, Vigures 4, 7, 8, 10, 21, 23 and 25. The

supported in guides at top and bottom of the incermediale section 2

and al un intermediate point they are also held against lateral

enides 115. carvied on uv central transverse rod 116. Centrally they
sded with slots 117, Figures 18 and 25, for the veception of Lie rounded

< of the stops LO and 111. The stop hars correspond in number to

ber of slops 110 and 11], an additional one being provided for the space

p
key before described.

One of Lhe stop bars is designed fo be operated from each of the vertical

columns of key levers, and in order lo aceomplish this, the stop bars are each

ovided on their rear edge with a. projection 118 which overlies aud is adapted
to be operaled by the bail on one of the upper reek chats. ‘These rack shafis, il

sill be remembered correspond to and are operated by the respective vertical

lumns of key levers. Referring again to Figures 22 aud 23, il wil be

remembered that the space key alone opezates the next to the bottom

yock shait of ihe upper series and if reference be had to Figure 23, it will be

seen that this rock shatt operates the first stop bar of the series 114 and when

this firs stop of the scxies if operated, the first stop towards the left hand side

of the machine and the first with which the rack can come in contact will be

depressed, and henee, when this stop is operated the units wheel will be given a

minimum feed, corresponding to the body width of the space. he inlermediate

stop bars, and slops, corresponding thereto, will give a different feed in_accord-

znee with the body width of the characters designated by the intermediate

columns of key levers, each being operated from ils appropriate rock bar of the

upper series, but the extreme right hand column, it will be remembered, and as

shown in Figures 22 and 2%,docs not operate any of the rock bars of the nppé
series but only the feed shaft, hence when any key lever in this column is moy

to produce a character indication, no movable stop is thrown into the path of

the units rack but said rack is permitted to have a full stroke aud come to rest

against the fixed stop ab the end of its guides, registering the maximum number

of units of body width.

lo, arrange the mechanism in as compact form as possible, the wnits rack is

provided wilh the projection 95 lor directly cooperating with the stops and thus

the rack itself may he extended-on either side of said projection, a sutticient

distance to ensure engagement with the units wheel for a maximum throw

withowt requiring the location of the stops beyond the end of the rack.

Tr will be observed thal the units wheel has a progressively forward move-

sent, in other words, it is never given a reverse rotation even when the driving
yack 82 is relurned to its normal position, ready to again advance the units

wheel, for during such return movement, the ratchet connection heiween the

sleeve 79 and the units wheel allows the sleeve and rack to move reversely
independently of the units wheel.

The justification arm 119 is mounted on or formed as a portion of a pinion 120

Figure 14, and the rotation of this pinion by the rack, gives a relative move-

ment of the justification arm and chart, for indicating the amount of justifica-
tion space lef in a line, and inasmuch as the justification area or that portion
of the line wherein justification musi be taken into consideration by the operator
is ouly a relatively small proportion of the whole linc, i is obvious that this

justification hand or arm need not be moved continuously bul jis movement must

commence when the racks and unils wheel have togethes moved throughout a

larwe portion of the line indicated. To secure this result, the justifi ation avin

and pinion 120 ure directly operated by the supplemental rack 121 (shown clearly
in Figure 27) guided in ways in the frame 77 and adapted to be stopped in

normal position by a lug or projection 122 which abuts against the frame 77 whe

the supplemental rack is at the left hand extreme of ifs movement, A pic
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projection 123 on the anain rack $2 is adapled to co-operate with the supple-
Jnental rack 121, as the justification avea is reached, to move the same towards

the right hand side of the machine and thereby rotate the pinion 120 and

justification arm 119. As the main rack $2 relurns to its Bretposition at the

left hand side of the machine, obviously the projection 123 will move out of £

engagement with the supplemental vack 121 and the justification arm is Uneve-

fore drced from its influence until the main rack 82 advances again, far enough
to move lhe same, #.c., when the justification area is reached,

Vor veturning the justification arm and snpplemental rack to normal position
without imparting thereto an undue momentum, or breaking ov bending the

mechanism, should the justification arm get caught or stopped in its return

movement, a verlical rack 124 also meshes wilh the pinion 120, Vigures 8, 10

and 14, and is itself carried by a weight 125, Figures 10, 13 and 14 and 16,

sliding on a vertical guide This weight will serve to return lhe justification
am 40 its normal posilion, but it is desirable that the returning power Tor the

justification arm should Te iucveased as the arm reaches the lasi pertion of

travel, and to accomplish this, a lever 126 is pivoted on the frame 77, ils longer
arm extending into a position where, as the weight 125 rises, it will contacl

(herewith and swing the lever on its pivot. The lever is spring pressed, a

spring 128 connected with the shorler arm of the lever being employed for the

purpoce and consequently, while the weight iiself operates alone as the returning

power during the last porlion of the return movement of the justification avin,

during the first portion of such movement, the action of the weight is supple-
mented by the action of the spring pressed lever 127, and at the same time the

lover 127 is arrested in its aclion by striking the frame 77 when the justification
arm passes iis center of gravity, afler which time its own weight will tend to

return it to natmal_ position.
During the time that the supplemental rack 121 is beiug moved by the main

rack 82, it is of course desirable thal the two racks should be locked together
to prevent any possible overthrow or independence of action, and for the purpose

5

of locking them, a pawl 129 (Figure 10 and in dotted lines Figure 27) is pivotally
mounted upon the main rack 82 and adapted to drop into a notch 130 in the

supplemental rack at the instant when the pick-up projection 128 engages the

supplemental rack, thereby locking the two together for unitary movement. ‘The

pawl 129 is disengaged from the supplemental rack for (he independent return

of the two racks by an arm 1531 operated through mechanism to be pre tly

described, either when the justification key is operated at the end of the line or

when the resetting mechanism commences its operaliou, as will be presently
deseribed.

From Figure 20, it will be seen that the dial or chart is divided off into a

gerics of spirally arranged rows of combinations of lellers radially divided, which

correspond to letters on the two uppermost rows ofkeys or linger pieces, these

being the justification ke: The number of such rows of Telicrs on the

chart counting radially, correspond to the number of possible justification type

bodies in a given line and tlie indicator for registering wilh such letters on the

chart is adapted to be advanced transversely of the chart, so as lo register with

a new row thereou each lime one of the Justificationtype is indieafed on the

‘paper or ribbon and the letters in that row with which he indicator re,

will show the proper justification keys to be operated for producing indications

which will, in the casting or, reproducing machine, cause the mechanism to vary

ihe body widths of the justification types to the proper extent.

The justification indicator 1 Figures 1, 2 and 14, is a pointer or hand

carried ny the justification arm 119, and while it is adapted to swing on its

cente? in unison with said arm, it is given a longitudinal movement each time

one of the type, the body of which is varied for j lion, is indicated. Fach

longimdinal movement of the justificaliun indicator 132 will cause it to regis
with a new line of lellerg on the chart, lor which purpose it is qounted in
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ae 183 on the justification arm 119, and its inner end formed into a rack

bar 134 adapicd to mesh with a pinion 135, Figures 2 and 14, carried upon a

T shaft 136 extending through the sleeve shaft 78 of the units wheel and carrying
| upon its rear end a second pinion 137, Pinion meshes W

5 bar 1388, Figures 12 and 14, guided in suitableguides on the frame 77 and
?

meferably weighted so as to ‘normallyremain in ils lowermost position, but

adapted to he moved upwardly bythe operation of the key levers for indicating
a type bodies whose body thickness is varied for justification. The two type bodies

; in whieh such justification is produced in the presen! apparatus, it will be
’

yemmembered,are the space type and the full stop type. and the key levers for

these iwo lype indiealions, il will also be remembered, oscillate or rock ths

lowermost of the upperseries of rock shafts together wilh ils bail, and if

reference be had to Figure 4, if will be seen that this rock shaft carries a

_

forwardly projecting arm 139 having upou ils forward end a pivoted pawl 140
[oe eed oak a epung (Al toriusleaneii in aie queative postin he wack

bar 138 has upon its side a series of ratchet teeth 142 with which, from Tigure 15
1 be seen thal the pawl 140 is adapted to engage, whenever the lower roelx
is operatedhy either one of the two before mentioned key levers, but

awl 140 is out of engagement with the ratchet teeth 142 of the

nose
e
elevatedby means of a throw-out incline 143,

bar is os ted, thereby
tance to cause the justifiea-

ha new li
f

characters on the chart. - The

the rack bar locked hy an adjustable
stop 111, Pigure 15, andwhen the rack bar is so moved, it is and held
by a pawl 145, Figures § and 9, which is normally held’ in position
fo engage with the ralchet teeth by the spring 146, this laller pawl
however, being adapted ta be thrown out of engagement with the rack har to

*

- perutilthe rack bar to drop and so retract the justideation indicator through
30 the medinm of mechanism Uhrowa inlo action either by the justification keys

when operated, ar by the resetting mechani:m, as will presently appear.
‘The object of having the lines of characters on the chart spiral rather than

concentric with the center on which the justification hand lurns, will now be

apparent, for assuming that the space and full st are not operated, but

that other character keys are operated, the justification arm will be rotated. as

soon as lhe justification area is reached, and inasmuch as the pinion cons

Hing the justification indicator
is

not moved except when either the space om

the iull stop key is operated, the justification indicator will be carried around

_

such pinion 136, and ils indicaling point or hand will be moved with respect to
410 the justification arm 119. The spiralarrangement of the characters on the

chart is such as to accord with this movement, and thus. if eo space or Inil stops
are included in the line, the justification indicator will follow around on a

single line of chart characters, saidregardless of (he ‘position of the justification
arm. 19, whenever one of the said Keys (space or full stop:Keys)

is

peated,the justificationindicator will be moved outward xa

line of characters on the chart.

The rack 138 4s preferably only provided with a sufficient number of ratchet

teeth to move the indicator across the chart or dial and thus no injur:
wil from a loo frequent operation of the space or justifying character Key or

20

i throw of the paw

‘For ensuring the operation of the units rack carrier in unison with the stop
114. or any one of them, saidstop bars 114 are each providednear their

upper ends with a projection or Ing 191, Figures 8. 28 and
25,

which underlie

_

the bail 31 on the feed shaft 30. "Thus there is a direct inter-independence or

o9 eo-aclion belween lhe slop bars and the unils rack carrier, ensuring the opera-
tion of the units rack carrier and the locking pawl whenever one of said slup
bars is operated to throw a stop into the path of the unite rack,
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Ling Inprcator.

In the front plate of the intermediate cection 2 of the casing. there is formed
a Lransverse slot 117,preferably located below the chart and along the edyes of

the slot there is provided a line seale 18-with which registers a pointer 149

carried by the main rack

the operation of cach of the key levers and the line scale pointer [19 will con-

sequently indicate to Uke operator exactly the point of starting a line, or the

approximate amount of space remaining in ihe line at any moment

In the brackets 81, Figure 13, it will be noticed that there is arranged a fixed

yack 150 and sliding upon suitable guides in proximity to this rack there is a

stop block 151 which may be adjusted longitudinally of the fixed rack 150, hy
wilhdeawing the holding pawl 152 from engagement with the rack 150 and

allowing it to again enter ai lie desired point of adjustment under the influence

of its spring 153. This stop block 151 serves ax the stop for limiting the retro-

grade movement of the main rack &2, hence the adjustment of this block in

connection with the line indicator 149 will enable the length of ary particular
line to be accurately gaged.

Vor indicating to the operator audibly when the line is apy
alarm or gong 154 is mounted on the casing and its striler

engaged and operated by an arm or projection 156,
has advanced to the proper point. This audible alarm is preferably so located

thal it 1 be sounded when the justification arca is reached and the operator,
hearing it, may then consult the chart and aseerlain exactly how much justifica-
tion space remains, whether additional characters may be struck, and if not,

exactly which of the justificalion keys, shown in Figure 7, are to be operated
to set the reproducing machine for increasing the body thickness of the justilica-
tion characters to exactly All the line.

R TING MECHANISM.

At the vight hand side of the machine, Figures 1 and 3, there is pivoled
a vesciting handle or arm 157, normally held elevated by a spring 158, and with

this ari is counecled Uhrough a spring [mk or yielding connection 159, a ycrti-

cally moving rack bar 160. Rack bar 150 is suitably guided in the bracket 84

and is adapted to mesh with a gear wheel 161, keyed to a shaft 162 upon which

the gear wheel and pinion 83, 85, are journaled. A pin 103, Figure 19, pro-
jecling from the gear wheel

on the wheel 161 and in the operation of the machine for forming a complete
line these two wheels &3 and 161 do not make quite o complete revolution, thus,

assuming that the wheel 83 which is connecled for unilary movement wilh the

rack 82 has been rotated by the weight 8&7,or that a Tine has heen completed,
when the rack bar 160 is drawn down by the handle 157, the pins 1653 and 164

will engaye and the wheel 88 be volaled in a reverse direction to return the
rack har to its normal position and’ elevate the weight Si, ready for a new

operation. When the handle 157 is released, its spring 158 will again clevate
the rack bar 160 and volate the wheel 161 back {o ils normal position, leaving
the weightelevated and causing the pin 164 to move away from the pin 163

until the handle is again depressed for again returning the parts to normal

position.
Vor again raising the weight 19 and racks 13 and 17 throagh which the paper

is driven or advanced, another vertical rack 165 is mounted in a guide in. the

bracket 81 and in a second guide 166. Rack 165 is provided with an arm 167.

Figures 1 aud 3, adapled when the rack is raised to vise up beneath pro
tions 168 on the racks 13 and 17 and shaft of weight pinion 18, and thereby
raise these parts, the ratchet conncctions between the pinions 12 and 15 and the
paper shafls permitling this reverse movement without causing an unwinding of

raximately full, an

5 is adapted to be

the paper. From Fignre 19, it will he seen that the rack bar 165 has meshing £

Vigures 2, 7 and 27. The vack 82 advances upon
{

igure 7, when the rack 2

3} is adapled to be engaged by a similar pin 164 3%
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with it, a gear wheel 169, which gear wheel is geared on the shaft 162 and is

adapted to be rotated in unison with the gear wheel 161 whenever the resetting
handle 157 is moved. The rack 165 ond the arm 167 afler raismg the paper

motor mechanism (ay the two lugs and weight 19 may be iermed) return to

4 normal position as just explained.
In resetling tho indicating mechanism, the holding pawl for the justification

indicator rack must be thrown out of engagement to permit said sack to drop
and draw the justification indicator inwardly on the justification arm; the

pawl 129 connecting the main rack bar and supplemental rack bar 121 must’ he

disengaged und held out of engagemeul until the rack bars separate; and the

units wheel must be brought to a point which may be termed a zero point, and

of which there may be in such an arrangement as thalhercindescribed, a large

nimber, so as lo begin its registration wilh proper relation lo the scale, or in

oluer words, so as to begin its registration at a proper point to ensure accurate

justification, It is preferable also that mechanism should be provided whereby
Then the last key or keys of a line, nomely, the justification keys, are struck,

that these particular acchanisms, namely, the two yack har releases and the

reselling of the units wheel, should be accomplished and there is in the present
machine, provision made for performing these operations when the justification

keys are struck, and in addition, and in order to prevent any possible rupture

of the mechanism when the resetting handle is depressed, connections are also

made between the rack bars at the left hand sideoi the machine and the throw

out mechanism for the pawls, whereby even though no justification keys are

struck, these parts will he properly reset.

Tf reference be had now to Figures 11 and 13, it will be seen that to the

frame 77 lnere js pivoted a verlical arm or lever 170, to the upper eud of which

a link 171 is connecied, the oppasite end of said link being pivotally conuevicd

to an arm 172, on the rock shaft, 173, carrying the pawl releusing arm 181,

Higure 27. ‘The lever 170 is provided with @ spring 171, for holding it im its

adeanced position. and in position to raise the arm 181. ‘Lheadvance movement

of the lever 170 then, it will be seen, will raise the arm 181 and if the pin 175

on the pawl 129 overlies the said arm the pawl will be out of eugagcment with
(he secondary rack and the two ra disengaged. Tm order to at the same time

release the vert rack 138 from its holding pawl 145, a bell crank lever 176,

5

shown best im dotted lines in Figure 14, is pivoted on the frame 77 and has one

of its arms projecting in sront of the lever 170, Figure 11, and its opposite arm

projecting in front of the holding pawl 145, consequently when Uhe lever 170
veles foewardly, (bis pawl 145 will be disengaged from the rack 138 and

inasmuch as the operating pawl 140 for the Jast mentioned rack is normally out

ment therewith, the rack is free to drop under the influence of gravity
mal position with relation toof engage

and draw Uhe justificalion indicalor back to ils nor

the justification arm.
:

$
oe ee

To prevent the lever 170 from advancing under the influence of its spring 174,
a cceend lever 177, Figures 11 and 18, is pivoted on Lhe frame 77,andat.ils

upper end caries a pivoled paw) 178, the end of which works in a slot in the

Tecer 170 and is adapted to hook over te same, as shown clearly in Figure 11.

‘Also ronnected with this lever 177 is a luk 179, the oppositeend of which link

is pivotally connected with a lever 180, Figure 14, pivotedjust outside of the

cide of the casing upon the. bracket 84 and in position for its opposite end lo

ene 181 on the vertical rack 105. This incline 181 moves

Ginio operative position when the rack 166 is down in its normal position, as

chown in Figure 10, and consequently, when the resetting handle 157 begins its

downward movement, and the rack bar ily upward wiovement, the lever 180 will

ride of of the incline 181 and the two pawls, namely, 129 aud 145, will be

thrown out of engagement with the respective racks; on the other hand, when

the rack relurns to ils normal position the pawl release arm 131 and the bell

engage @ cam or ine
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crank lever 176 will be moved into position for allowing the pawls to engage

with the zacks, this being the normal operative position of the parts.
A spring 18d

is

provided for ensuring a reluru of the levers 177 and 180 into

position tor the re-engagement of the pawl 175, w he pawl in the normal opera-

tion ot the machine as adapted to be disengaged trom Uke lever 170 by the

operation ot the justification keys or any of them. ‘Lo throw this pawl oui of

engagement, a transverse rock shaft 183, Vigure 7, is journsled at one end in

the casing, aud at the opposite end in the frame and carmes om ils forward

sida an arm, 184 which overlics the rear end of (he pawl 175 in position to

throw the forward end of sald pawl upwardly and out of engagement with the

lever 170 whenever the rock shaft is upcratcd. On the rear side of the rock

shaft there is mounted a bail 188 extending back into proximity to {he punch
bars 36, and upon the forward edges of the constant punch bars zor the justifica-
lion keys, there is formed a Ing or projection 186, Figure 4, nuderlying the

bail 18, and in position to oscillate the rock shait 183 enever either one of

sail stant punch bars is moved by the operation ot the justification keys.

et the units wheel 76 to a proper point where it’will begin to register

for the next succeeding line, said unils whecl is provided on

i

‘ont

ha ralchel or toothed wheel 187, Figures 11 aud 13, with which a

is

adapled io cooperate to arrest the units wheel and ihe relation of

on the ratchet wheel, the teeih on the periphery of the unils wheel

at when the units wheel is arrested with the pawl in

the units wheel will be in a proper
I

ng 189 normally tends io hold

| 187, and in order to hold

jeted, and ihe justification
he

said pawl is con-

yy when the lever 170

. but when the lever 170
i

said pawl will

the pawl 1

it oul of ex

key
is

stru

nected with

has gone baek, the paw! will be hel

is released by Uie operation of any one of the ju
enter between the teeth on the wheel 187 and inasmuch as when any one otf the

justification keysis struck, the locking paw! 91 is drawn out of engagement with

the unils wheel, just as in the ease of any of the other keys in the machine, the

units wheel will advance until arrested by the pawl 188, and upon the release

of the justification key, the paw] 91 will again be Lhrown into engagement, lock-

ing the unils wheel in its acro position. .
The number of ratchet teelh on Lhe wheel 187 and the corresponding number

of gero positions on the units wheel should be sullicient to couse the units wheel

to reach a zero position before the units rack comes into contact with any one

of the stops, as will be readily understood, for otherwise the unils wheel would

be arrested by the atop rather than by Ube zcro pawl 188.

OPERAION OF THE MaCHINE.

It is perhaps appropriale (o state at this point that a number of suitable charls

or dials are provided for use in connection with cach machine having combina-

tions araciers thereon or indicating justifeation necessary lo be added to

the justifeation type in different fonts of characters, and the operator, knowing
the Yont or style of characters to be used and having sclected the chart for that

foul and placed the same in position on the casing and having placed the pre-

viously prepared supply roll of paper in position, passed the same through the

guides, readyfor the action of the punches an

is ready to commence the operation of incicating in the record strip the desired

characters with the justification indications for controlling the justification
thereof. To set the machine for operation to produce a line of given length the

alor manipulates the stop on the bracket on the left hand side of the machine,

on with the line seale. Having done Lhis, he. manipulates the finger

pieces or key levers to produce indications for the desired characters, points,

d attached it to Lue winding roller. {
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spaces, ete., in the line, until the line is nearly completed, or the justification
arca approached or reached, which may he ascertained by consulting the line

scale, ar by the audible signal sounding at the appropriate lime. ‘Lhe operator
then takes notice of the justification indicalor and seeing that he has no mote

room in the line for other characters, he will find that the justification indicator

registers with a combination of characters on the chart which corresponds exactly
to the keys in the justification rows of keys, which are to be operaied lo produce
justification indications corresponding to the increment in body thickness of the

Justification type necessary lo produce a complete and justified line in the casting
machine.

As the main rack reaches the justification area aud (he juslificalion arm

begins its movement carrying with it the justification indicator, the pin 175 on

the pawl 129 rides over the arm 131 and continues its movement over the said
-arm until the line is completed, When the first justification key is operated,

it not only operates the desired punches for producing the indicalious but it also

operates the rock shaft 188, tripping the paw! 178 ont of engagement with the
lever 170 and this lever being released under the action of its spring 174, will

raise the pawl releasing arm 131 and pawl, disconneeting the two racks and ab

the same time, it will release the pawl 145, allowing lhe justification indicator

to be retracted to its normal position on the arm. Tr also resets the units wheel

by throwing the zero pawl into engagement with the teeth thereon and allowing
said wheel to rolale forwardly until one of the tecth is arrested against the
pawl. :

The operator then depresses the resetting handle, drawing back the main

rack, the pawl 129 meanwhile being held elevated by the arm 131, until moved
out of range of the supplemental rack, this movement also raises the mo

weighls, as before explained, and by raising the rack bar 165, moves the incline

out of its operative rclation to the lever 180, and the arm 177 carrying the

pawl 178, under Lhe influence of lhe spring 182, will swing inwardly, re-engaging
said pawl with the lever 170. When the resetting handle is then released the

rack bar, returning to its normal position, ng with it the incline 181, will

operate the levers 180, 177 and 170, returning the rcleasig arm for the pawls
into position for allowing said pawls to re-engage and also moving the zero pawl
out of engagement with the units wheel, the parts being then im position for

subsequent operations.
Dated thi h day of April 1899,

BOULT & WADE,

Ageuls for the Applicant.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATION.

Improvements in Machines for Preparing Perforated Record

or Control Strips.

A communication from the Lansrox Monoryen Macuryn Company, a Corpora-
tion created and eaisting under the laws of the Stateof Virginia, and
having its principal place of business at Washington, District of Columbia,
ited States of America,

If Aurrep Tutus Bort, of 111, Hatton Garden, in the County of London,
Chartered Patent Agent, do hereby declare the nature of this invention and in

whal manner the same is to be performed, to be particularly described and ascer-

tained in and by the followimg statement :—
nvention relates lo Auprovements én apparatus or machines for preparing
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perforated record strips or ribbons such for instance as are designed primarily
for controlling the production of printing characlers or type, through the medium

ot appropriate mechanism, that for instance employed in what is known as the
“Tianston. Monotype System” alihough Zeatures of the invention may be utilized

in producing perforated record or conirol strips, ribbons or the like for other

purposes.
In Leliers Palent of Great Bri

machine is set forth in deiail

character mentioned and in 7 net

invention approximates closely that

may be had for a more clear unde

plished, especially in respect to th

ducing mechanism, and
stri

performed by the strip~

While the said points of similar

apparatus and the present invention, b

for accomplishing the desired en

operator materially redm

are attained, particularly
machine indicating to the operater =

plete the justifies
:

and liability of error and reduc’

Generally speaking, while the m

accomplishing a unitary result embodied im the

the purposes of a detail description and a more

mechanical elements organized to produce
=uch

divided into groups, such groups compri
F

for advancing the sirip or ribbon at regular intervals anc
/

to receive the punches: second, the punching meclaniom
7

perforations are made in the record strip, said perforation Z

imbuted and combined so as lo represent and control the prod

separate types, points, spaces, ef¢., pertaining to the selected
other perforalions control the setting of the justifying mechanism to vary the

208, dated September 28, L897, a

producing perforated record slrips of the

ms the machine contemplated by the present
h in the said patent, to which referenco

£

general ‘objects to be accom-

exisling belween the slrip pro-
yy and the subsequent functions

img mechanism.
en the formerly palented

improvement the mechanisms

amplied, the labor of the

‘and complete results

perforations, the
struck to com-

tal calculation

h re:

thickness of the bodies (preferably only certain sélected bodic and
full stop type) sct ways, and fo inaugurate the movement he galley
machanism at the completion of each Tine; third, the ker board, or linger
mechanism ‘operating either mediately o: mediately upon the

coulrol their movements; fourth, the justifying indicator for indi

operator the appropriate justification keys to be operated fo mak
for a properly justified line: 4fth, a line indiealor for indicating the number
of units which can be included inaline,or the number of units remaining uniilled
in a line: sixth, the rosctting mechanism for restoring thie parts, particularlythe indicating mechanism to the zero point, ready for subsequent operations.With this preliminary explanation, the delails of the several mechanisms and
their co-relation will now be described, the particular fealures of novelty of the
invention being set forth in the appended claims. In this description reference
is made to the following drawings filed with the Provisional Speeilication.Figure 1 is a perspeclive view of a key board record produemg inechanism
embodying the present improvements,

Figure 2 is a front elevation of ihe
in their zero position,

Hignre 8 is an clevalion looking at the left hand side of the machine with
the parts in the position indicated in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 4 is a vertical scction taken centrally throngh the upper portion of
the machine and looking towards the loft hand side, the paper feeding mechanism
doing shown in clevalion.

same, these two figures showing the paris

e
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Figure 6 is a detail sectional view of the rigid and limber pawls of the paper
ing mechanism.

Figure 6 is an clevation with Lhe side casing removed, look:

left hand side, this 4gure showing the lower portion of the machin

Figure 4 shows the upper portion on substantially the same scale.

Figure 7 is a horizontal seclion laken above the indicalor operating mechanism
and showing the main portion of such mechanism in top plan.

Figure 8 is a vertical section taken through the upper portion of the machine

looking towards the left, and showing the indicator mechanism in side clevation,
10 Figure 9 is a corresponding view taken to theleftof the indicating mechanism,

Jooking towards the right, and showing such mechanism in elevation from the
side opposite that illustrated in Figure 8.

Figure 10 is a front elevation of the apper portion of the machine with the

front of the casing and justification indicators removed.

Figure 11 is a vertical section taken transversely of the units wheel shaft to

show the units wheel controlling mechanism.

Figure 12 is a view looking at the opposite side of the mechanism illustrated

in Figure 11 and showing the rack and pinion for advancing the justification
indicator upon the operation of certain predetermined keys (space keys for

instance).
Figure 13 is a vertical section of the unils wheel and indicator conlrolling

mechanism taken in a plane just in front of the units wheel rack and showing
the upper end of the driving weight and its rack for imparting motion to the

_

units wheel rack, unils wheel and Jine indicator.
£5 Figure 14 is a detail horizontal section looking dowuwardlv and laken on a

plane coincident with the axis of the units wheel and justification indicator shaft.

Jiguro 15 is a detail sectional elevation showing the operating mechanisi

for advancing lhe justification indicator
in

accordance with the number of justi
... fying type bodies included in any particular line.
80“ Tigure 16 is a sectional view taken transversely of the indicator shaft in a

ng the indicator rack and

cds lhe

while

x

20

view showing the assembled group of units

mn ai with

ihe number of units contained in the bodies of the partienlar type designated
in the operation of the key leve

Figure 18 is a deluil perspective view of one of said stops showing a section

of one of the stop operating bars

Figure 19 is a vertical section through the power weight and the gearing
_

for transmitting the power to the several mechanisms.
40 Figure 20 is a diagramatic view illustrating the justification chart and

indicator,

Vignre 21 is a rear elevation of the whole machine with the rear plates of

the casing removed to show the upper vock bars, the ends of the lower rock

bars, the rear ends of the key levers and the guide bars lor positioning the key
45 levers,

Figure 22 is a diagramalic view iDlustrating the uoper and Jower units bars

with the Iugs on the latter wiih which the key levers cooperate, this view also

showing in dotted Hines, the upper series of vockbars for operating the units

system of punches and the stop bars.

‘eure 23 ig a similar view show!ng lhe stop bars, the punch bars, the lower

puneh bars, and in dotted Hines, the tock skalls shown in Figure 22, and in

addition, in dotled lines, the rock shaft for communicating motion from the

Keylevers to the Inower punch bars,

Tigure 24 is a side elevation of one of the uppor punch bars

55 Pigure 25 is a side elevation of one of Ue stop bars.

26 ia a side elevation of one of the lower stop bars.
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Figure a detail perspective view showing the maia aad supplemental
racks for operating the units wheel and juslilication indiealor arm, together
with the locking pawl for uniting said racks, and lhe throw-out arm for s

pawl, said arm and pawl being shown jin dotted lines.
'

Figure 28 is a perspective view showing one of the lower mck bars and the

means for imparting motion therefrom to the lower jack bars, a key lever and
lower units bar being’ shown in dotted lines.

The working mechanism of the machine may be conveniently mounted
a frame or casing which is preferably divided + into bottgm

‘tion 1, and intermediate section. 2, and. a. paper supporting frame 3,

nymounliag the section 2. ‘The. botlum ‘scetion. 1) of the - casing

preferably has an cxtended hase jor the accommodation of the key levers and

arranged to permit the key levers to project for the attachment

of the finger pieces 4, these finger pieces and key ‘levers being arranged in

yertieal columus and horizontal vows, as will hereinaller appear in the deserip-

tion of this particular part of the machine. The intermediate partionsol the

¢asine 2, preferably conlains the indicating mechanism and a portion of the

punch bar operating mechanism and at the left hand side provision: is made for

supporting the weight from which the driving power is sccured and the racks
and mechanism throu; transmitted to the operating parts

of the keyboard.
For convenience in manufac

parts and in respect to the =

mechanism carried thereby are mat

in the assembled structure are comme

sembling of the

nx aud the

however,

Mrcraxisu ror Horpinc «xn Freprxc

The frame 3 at the top of the machine

reception of the jowrnals of the spools upon w

wound, this sirip being preferably in long leng@ i

marginal perforations and wound upon a spool or bobbin ada

place in the bearings 5 by a shaft or pin 6, upon which th

placed and irom which. the slrip may be drawn around a hollow
di

means of pin
wheels 8 arranged to engage the marginal perforalions in the s d from.

which it is carried to and wound upon the receiving roller or pool 9 journaled
on a removable shaft 10, said spool beg adapicd to be rotated to maintain the

tension on the paper regardless of the particular size of the roll, as will be

now described.
The reeciving roll 9 at one end contacts or is yemuyably connected with a

short shall 11, carrying al its outer end a pinion 12 meshing with a verlical
rack 13, the connection between the shaft 11 aud the pinion 12 being made by

means of a spring pressed clutch seclion 14, whereby the rack may he raised

without reversing the rolation of the roll and tend by its weight and the driving

weight io be presently referred to, to rotate the roll forwardly for winding the

paper. ‘The pin wheels 8 are wounted on a corresponding sha?t having

pinion 15 connected therewith through a clutch rection 16, Figure 2, and

adapted to be driven by means of a vertical rack 17. The two racks 13 and 17,

Figures 1 and 3, are arranged to work verUcally in parallelism in suitable

guides on the side of the frame or casing and helwcen them is suspended a

pinion or gear wheel 18, from the journal of which a weight 19 ‘s suspended
ved henee tends to draw said racks downwardly for advanciug the paper, but

permits the said racks to move independently, in order to allow for lhe varia-

tion in the sive of the receiving roll, and at the same lime maintain a proper

and constant pressure, on both the pin whocls and receiving reil, for advancing

the paper across the die 7, where it is n position to he acled upon by the

punches for producing the perforations therein which constitute the recovd

To check {he feed of the paper and hold it slutionaky during the t

to be held in

pool may be

ip

me the
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are acting thereon, the pin wheel shail is provided ar the end opposite

on 15, with an escapement wheel 20 with which an escapement tarmed
and limber pawl is adapted to cooperate for permilliug the feed of the

ex one tooth ala time, upon the operation ul any one of the key levers and

holding the paper stationary at all other times.

By reference partieularly to Figures 4 and 5, it will be seen that the escape-
ment wheel 20 is preferably am ordinary ratchet wheel and the pawls are

mounted upon the frame 3, so as to vibrate transversely of the wheci, the stiit

dlymounted upon an oseillatury shafi 22) whica is held in bear ings
on the frame # and adapted to abut against a single adjustable stop 28, readile

ble from the front of the machine for adjusling the position of the wigs
pawl with respect to the escaperment wheel, Furthermore, by thr owing said pawl out

ofengagement with the escapement wheel, the shaft of the said escapement whee!
may he moved backward in its bearings, or the paper advanced ot retracted as

5 desired without interference bythe pawls. The limber pawl 24 is pivoted upon they V D D
DP

stiff paw] 21 and is drawn bacisward against a stop25on. the stiff: pawl by means

ol a spring 26, the extent of independent movement of this limber paw! being
eqiial to the distance between twa adjacent tecth on lhe escapement wheel aud
thus when the stiffpawl is vibrated transversely of the wheel, the pawis will
be drawn alternately into engagement therewith and the wheel permitted to
advance one tooth at a time in the ordimary way.

The pawl shafi 22 is provided with a Lansversely arranged arm 27, lo one

end of which the retuming spring 28, Figures 1, 4'and 10, is allached and to
the opposite end of which a link 29 extends down through the top of the casingaud is attached to au arm p ¢ from a shaft 30, which shaft will be herein
designated the [eed shatt, and is shown clearly’ in Figures 4, 9, and 10.
This feed shait 80 is provided with a bail 31 by means of which it is operated,and is designed not only to uperate the paper or record strip teed, but also to

operate the feed mechanism of the units wheel and justification arm, ay will
hereinafter appear.

tue Puxering Mecuanisa
The die 7 is made hollow for the ception of the punchings, and bencath

the dic 7,Lhe frame 8 formsa guide 32, Figure 9, for directing the entry of the paper
through between the punch guides 38 andthe die 7, from which point the paper
passes around the front 34 of the die which is preferably curved to condorm to
the contour of the pin wheels so as to mainlain the paper in its correct align-ment without wrinkling it. The punches themselves 35, (thizty-one in number)
are arranged in a Line and preferably in a plane sudial to the axis of the pinwheels, They pass through the guides 33 whereby their position is maintained.
Hor convenience and_cfliciency, their upper ends or operative faces may be
notched as shown in Tignre 9, to secure a cleaner ent and earier entry or passage
of the punches through the paper. AL their lower ends they are each connected

the upper ends of a corresponding series of verticaily arranged puneh bars 36,
preferably extending down to the bottom of the inlermediate section 2 of the

asing and held in snitable guides therein so as to be capable of a Limited Jongi-
tudinal movement but be held agaiust transverse movement im any direction.

whole body of punches is arranged in a line haying a length somewha!
than the width of the veeord strip cr paper within the margmal periora

as will be seen from an inspection of ves 1, 2 and 10. In their
ral combinations they are designed to represent, by the!r”perforations, all

characters on the finger pieces of the key board, including the spaces
justification indications for varying the body thickness of the particular

eters selected for justitication, (such as the space and full stop characters
instance). Bearing in mind the fact that the strip itself is designed to

the casting machine, the positioning of the die case for forming the
im two different directions so as to center any characler to be formed
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thereby, and furtier that it is convenient both for the purposes of producing

the record strip and for the praduclion of the characters themselves, to arrange

the characters in the die case in columas, the charactors in each column being

ifthe some body tnckness sel-ways, and’in lines al right angles to said

columms, the body thickness of the characters in the lines varying according to

the particular column im which they are located, it will be seen tnat it will be

tameuient to similarly arrange the punches and ibe key levers. Thal is to say,

the Anger picccs of the key levers may he grouped to correspond to the colwnns

and lines of the che case, in the character producing or castin chine, and in

erder to produce the proper combinations of punches, those punches prodacing

representations of claracters in Ube columns yall he operated through a difieren|

lrein of connection from those representing the characters in the lines, aud henes

when any one finger piece is dopressed Unese two mechanisms will be operated

Thereby, so ax to move a punch fur -indicaliug the proper column,

and also a sccond punch for indicating lhe proper
; in that

column, In this description therefore, Lbose punches
#

i

columm of characters will be designated as the unt

being: appropriate because of the fact that these punely

selecting the column having characters of the desired

or body thickness therein, und the punches for

columns will be designated as the character
p

being fallowed with respect to the operatmy

Uxtending across the machine and journs
section 2 and in rear of the punch bar

operating rock shafls 37, the number of rock

number of punch bars to be operated thereby,

rock shafts are adapted to operate upon the

after referred ‘These wniis punch upera

with a forwardly extending bail JS adapled to co

lions 39 on ihe rear edyes of the punch bars as will be

an inspection of Figures 8, 9 and 23, the Jailer gure

diagramatically, which punch bar in this partie adapted to be

operated by cach of the rock shafts. For operating the rock shaits and their

bails, there is provided a series of units bars corresponding in number to the

number of columns in the key board, which im the present iuslance is fifleen,

aie hess waste bars for convenience are divided into upper and lower units bars,

ie upper units bars being numbered 40, Figures + 9 and The bars 40

gre guided to work vertically in the intermediate section 2 of the casing, being

spaced transversely to correspond approximately to the column arrangement ot

Pa hoard andare each provided with a forwardly projecting lug or lugs 42,

embracing or engaging the bail on the appropriate rock shaft and so ra and

Jower the appropriate punch bar and punch, }rom an inspection ot Figures 10

and 22 it will he seen that iv is not necessary that all of the bails on the rock

shafts shall extend enlircly across the casing, inasmuch as the lower rock shaits

are operated by the unils bars on the Ieit hand side of the machine only, and

hence for convenience in manufacture, these baily are somewhat shorter than

che bails on the upper units bar rock shafls. The upper units bars 40 at their
lower ends rest upon and are adapted to he raised by the lower units bars 41,
Higure 22, the planes of the two bare being at ight angles %0 each other to

secnre a sufficient bearing, and at the same time to facilitale the construction

and assembling of the parts. The said lower units bars extend down through

the columns of key levers and are adapted lo be operated thereby, as. will be

presently explained, in coanection with the key board or linger mechanism.
The character selecting punch bars rest at their lower ends upon the upper

ends of the lower sections 48 of the characler selecting punch bars, the latter
sections being held in yuides in the bottom section J of tho casing so as to

ly, and are adapted to be operated, i.e. raised and lowered by mcans

Machines for Prepuriny Perforated Record or Control. Strips

designation

perforations for

units of width

onding distinction

punches.
the intermediate

if units punch
n excess of the

two of the said

will be herein-

© cach provided
gs oF projec-

stood from

howing

acters in Lhose
2

On

30

40
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t rock shafis 44 journaled in the bottom scction 1 of the casing and

ding transversely ot the key levers. For ihis purpose the said punch bar
s are provided at the proper points, indicated in Figure 23, with lugs or

ections 4) which engage or embrace bails 46 on the rock shafts 44, as shown
in the detail perspective view, Figure 28, and the rock shafts are opcrated

e key levers, as will be presently described in connection with the key
voard mechanism.

These lower seclious of the character selecting punches being grouped to-
geiher at the left hand side of the machine would occupy practically all of Lhe

ce and leave no room for the vertical columns of key levers at this point and
order to provide space for these columns of hey levers some of the lower

ons of the punch bars may be omitled leaving’ spaces 47, Figure 23, and
order to transmit the mayement of the appropriate rock bars to the punch

azs above such spaces, suitable lower sections such as 48 may be provided at

auy olher convenient point and the said seclions 48 at their upper ends engage
corresponding upper sections 49, which in turn cooperate with upper rock bars 00
and the latter engage those puuch bars (the lower sections of which are omitted
as before described) to raise and lower the same and thereby produce the desired

perforatio As shown in this Figure 28, it will be seen that the third and
sixth ower sections arc omitled und the third and sixth lower rock bars whieh
would normally cooperate with such sections now cooperat h the added lower
seclious 48, and the third and sixth punch bars cooperate with tho third and
Fourth upper reek bars which derive their motion from the added upper sec

tions 49. ‘The tenth punch bar is

a constant punch bar for those characters

space and full stop characters,” the bodics of which ave varied for justification
and this punch bar is opcrated by the lowermost of the upper scrics of rock
bars end is adapted (o be operated by the units bars moved by the key levers

ponding ie those characters, as willbe presentlyexplained. .'The spaces
8 provided

in the series of lowe
:

the punch bars will accommodate
s or columns of key levers and in connection with the icurlh

ow or column ol key levers, a different method of providing the space
is shown, Referring again to this Pigure 23, it will be seen that the lower
punch bar section corresponding to the 18th punch, counting from the right hand

de in this figure (left hand side of the machine) is simply deflected to one

de, or beul al the top and hottem so as to leave {he vertical space 51, in
which the key levers may work.

The 17th punch bar, Pigure 2: ht hand side of ‘his
re, left hand side of the ima

counting from the vi

hine, it will be obsei dis provided with tw
ections 3, adapting this punch bar to be operated by the second and fifth

£

pro

eats Chan iye i omic sultiae elineee loner ands Gee nents

the number of punches as it is found that the punch which is operated by the
mnits bar corre: ponding to the left hand column of characler keys may be also
x

«1 as one of the punches in the space combinalion, thus the space key operat-
e units bar (5 Wig. 22, will operate the tenth and seventeenth punch bars.

ma ihe right hand side of Figure 28, and the 17th pune will alro
ed in proper combination by any one of he vertical columns of keys

left hand side of the key board and representing characters having a

body thickness less than any of the other characters, except the space.

Key Boarn on Wixcrr Mucuanisu.

In the hase svetion 1 ot the casing there is arranged a series of key levers 52
wresponding in munber to the munber of finger pieces 4 and the number of

araciers including justification keys, space keys and quad, designed to he
euled hy the several combinations of punches and lo be reproduced hy the

ng or type forming machine. ‘These Key levers-(see Figures 6 and 21) ave

ly dat bars or punchings pivoled at substantially the center, on shalls 53

through from side to side of the casing, the pivotal point being at
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will be
about the center of gravity of the levers whereby the leve

balanced, and the series of pivots is arrangedon a diag
as near as practical a unilorm angular movement to the n

thereby. :

The movement of the key levers is limited by th

of (he lower section of the casing and at their re

held in the proper vertical plane by guide bars 31

casing andheld in place by cross hars
48

at
the

To ceonomize space and at the same

ide key levers which will be rigid enough to

chem the vertical columns of key levers

cations of characters having uniform »

key levers in the top horizontal row ¥

de bars 57 from the key leve
7

from the right hand side of the key hoard. Zor imstame

on both sides of the first guide bar 37 will

opevale a punch for indicating a uniform bedy =i

by adapting all of said key levers im this vertical

single one of the lower units bars, bnt eae

im

iuost will cooperate wilh and operate a

said key levers will select or produce an indication
=

that coluon,

Tt will he seen that the key levers are each p
tare 59, elongated lengthwise of the key lew

the lower rock shafts 44 and their bails 46 work

at the bollom of the rear portions of lhe apertures
of the key levers is depressed at the forward eud am

the bails will bo moyed upwardly and the rock

ing degree. he lower units bars 41 also extend down betes

one of said units burs being arranged between Us
z

column and upon. apposite sides of these lower mm

projections or luge 60 corresponding in number and
p

with which lhe units bars cooperate. The lugs are ertamzed em

the lower uniis bar lo correspond with the stagger

levers and are adapted to be located within the «

preferably in rear of the bails 46.

This arrangement, it will be observed, permils the E

‘able width vertically and at the same time th

column or series may be very much reduced by
toms of the key Icvers and in fact only sufficient spare

operation of the rock shafts and the lower unsts bax

board may ha reduced, or a larger number of clr

of given size.

iG lelore intimated, the. character producing er eastmg machi

_the representations or character indications in the record strip ar

the present machine contemplates the use of a die carver Lavi
ie

ibstanlially
as to give

fts

operated

rling

located 15

i the lower-

each of 20

aracter in

of the key
a key board

. for which

prodnced in 45

moyemenis back

e, fi

and forth at right angles ta each’ other, such combined movements being adapted
ng puiut, and the

determined hy

u

to bring any particular character lo ihe centering oF ca

extreme advance movement in each direction of this dic

a fixed stop, hence in the record producing or pune

necessary to provide indicalious for these two pasitions of adjustment, that

say, assuming that the characters along one edge of the die carrier or block are

all of a given width, or in one column, it is only necessary to cmploy a per-

foration or indication for selecling the proper character in that column, aad on

the other hand, if the movement is in (he other direction, the partienlar line is

determined by the fixed stop against which the die carricr is arrested and it is

cnly necesrary to provide a perforation for ihe particular column in whieh the

machine, it
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ired character is located, Because of this arrangement it ix not necessary
to provide a puneli operating mnils har for the right hand column on the key
board, although from Figure 22, it will be seen that such a bar bolh an upper
and a lower section, is provided, nol, however, for operating a punch but only
for feeding the paper and justification ov indicating mechanism, os will be pre-

sently explained. Neither
is

it necessary to provide a rock shaft and bail for

the bottom row or line of key levers and conseauently the rock shaft is omitled

entirely from this place as shown clearly in Figure 6, the lower units bars,
however, are operated by lhe lower line of key levers for selecting the parlicular
column in which the charact re Iocaied and each of the key levers of the

rieht hand column operates its appropriate rock har for indicating its particular
character in that column. The operation of the lower right hand key al the

junction of the lower Line and right hand yerlical column will cause an extreme

throw of the die carrier in both directions and in the present structure, this

character is a quad and is given a determinate hody width.

‘The space key 61 and the Teader full stop or period key 62 in the present
machine are arranged in the bottom row or line and inasmuch as in the practical
application ef the present invention, it is designed to have these keys p

indications which will in turn enable the justification of the line to he s

by the variation in the hody widths of these type and no others, special counec-

tions belween the key levers and the punches are provided for said keys

Mechanically, the connections are similar to those already described, and the

particular arrangement of ihe mechanical parts will he hest understood from

an inspection of Figures 22 and 23. Referring to Figure 22, 63 indicates a bar

corresponding to the lower units bars but adapled to be operated solely by the

space key GL, and G4 is a corresponding bar adapted to he operated solely by

the leader Lull stop or period key 62. These two bars 63 and 64 at their upper

ends contact with and are adapted to operate svace and period units bars

and G6. Both those bars 65 and 66 have Ings 67 thereon, adapicd to co-operate

with the lowermost of the upper rock bars or its bail, numbered 68, for con-

venience in distinguishing if. Tn addition, the space bar 65 has a Ing 99

adapted to enoperale with the next to the lower one of the upper rock hars and

through these two rock bars the space key will elevate the tenth and seventeenth

counting from the right hand side, Figure 23 (left hand side of

the machme). The upper full stop or period bar 66 also has a second lug or

projection 70 which cooperates with the seventh rock bar from the bottom of

the upper series of rock bars and this rock har in turn will raise the twentieth

punch bar, counting from the right hand side of Figure 23° in addition, the

tenth punch bar is raised as just explained,making perforations which indicate

and will control the production of justifying type bodies in the line when the

casting or producing mechanism has been properly sel by the desired justification
perforations.

The justification perforations are formed by a combination of punches con-

trolled from the two uppermost rows or lines of key levers and insofar as the

operation of the punches by these key lovers is concerned, it does not differ

mechanically from the operation of ‘the other punches. Referring again te

Vieures 22 and 23, it will be seen that the upper line or raw of key lovers

will each operate ils appropriate unit punch through the units bars and upper

rock shafts and in addition, this upper row will from the lop-most of the upper

rock shafis operate the thirteenth punch, counting from the lefl hand side,

Figure 23, while the key levers in the second row or line will each operate ils

proper units punch and also the second of the lower rock shafts and this see acd
rock shaft will operate a lower puach bar 71, Fienre 23, which will in turn

raise the first punch on. the left hand side in said figure, and on the right hand

ide of the machine.

TE will be noted that in working out the combinations of punches for pro-

ducins the many characters covered by the key board, namely 255 in the Hus-
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tration, the mechanismis such that each horizontal row or line has a constant

punch, that is to say, a punch which may be operated through one of the lower

rock bars when any key lever in that horizontal line is operated, and in addition,

each of said keys will operate a different puneh corresponding to the unil value

or body widlh of the character represented by that particular key, the connee-

tions for this punch being made through the units bars and upper rock shaft,
as before explained, the exception, however,being the right hand column and

botlem rew in comucction with which it is only necessary to operate a single
punch owing to the intended use of the strip in the casting machine or producer,
having two fixed slops. ‘The so-called constant punch operating mechanism

is that illustrated in Figure in connection with the punches on the left hand

side of the figure, while the variable punch operating mechanism is that iIlus-

tvated in Figure 22, from which two figures it is thought that a clear undev-

standing of this portion of the invention may be had.
When a key leve:

or any one cf them is operated to form the indicati

the strip or record ribbon, it is of course necessary beforo the next designa-
tion is Tormed that the strip or ribbon shall be fed forward by the paper feeding
mechanism before described, and to secure the operation of the escapement upon
the operation of any one of the key levers, each of the upper units bars and

tho bars 65 and 66'as well as the right hand bar in Figure 22, corresponding
to the right hand column of key levers in the machine, cach carry at the upper
end a tng or projection 72, which rests under and

is

adapled to raise the bail 31

of the feed shaft 30, whereby when any one of said units bars is raised, the

said fecd shaft 30 will be oscillated and through the before eribed connce-

tion 29, wilh the pawls, the escapement will be operated and a

and key levers return to normal position, the es ment wheel will he allowed

to advance and feed the paper forward a proper distance.

The spring 28, which draws the eseapement pawls back to normal position, it

.will be observed, is relalively long to secure a uniform tension throug’ out a

“somewhat wide range of movement and in addition to returning the escapement
pawls to their normal position, it also serves to put a tension on the punch
operating mechanism and key mechanism generally for returning them to their

propor positions wilh an elastic pressure as it will be observed, that when

units hars raise the feed shaft bail, the tendency of <aid hars is to

their normal position under the influence of this spring, as well as unde

influence of gravity. The punch bars themselves are also provided with li

projections 76 also resting under the feed shaft bail and serving to retur

punch bars to their lower position, or on the other hand, said projections
when the punch bars are ied! or any one of them is raised, will ensure the
operation of the feed shalt and a consequent feeding of the paper the desired

dislaiices
Justirving MECHANISM AND MucHaNism £02 OPERATING THE SAME,

This mechanism is designed to provide for indicating to the operator exacily
which justilication keys are lo be: struck for producing mdications of the amount
of hudy thickness set-ways is to he added to cach of the justifying type bodies

any given line. It is one of the objects of the invention to provide a mechanism
which will register accurately the number of unils sel-ways in the characiers

previously indicated in the ord strip or ribhon in any given line, by cansin
an indicating hand to register with a suitable chart, dial” or card ‘or “the like,

ring upon it combinations of letters or figures correspondingto justifying keys
which latter when struck, will produce perforations or indicationsrepresenting
tho exact increment ov body wii to be added to each of the justilying type
hodies to produce a perfectlv justificd linc, thereby eliminaling feamctheproblem
all mental calculation on the parl of the operator and enabling him to, by
simply consulting the charl, card or dial,

lermination ef eachline of indications,

be

the units bara
2

trike proper justification keys at the 5

40

4d

rca
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he invention contemplates the employment! of a units wheel which is advanced
nm an angular movement corresponding with, or in definite proportion to,

umber of units contained in cach one of the characters designaled in the
rd strip; a chart bearing the requisite justification key indications (letters

5 or numbers coresponding to similar letters or numbers on tho justification keys
i

8), and a justification indicator which is advanced each time one of the
the body of which is varied to produce jusiificalion is indicated, so as to

< with a line on the ch: onding to the number of e bodies con-

jained in the line of type or indications thereof in the record ribbon, provision
10 being also mada for securing a relative movement of the indicator and ehar

showing the amount of unlilled justi iam space remaining in the

being preferably as before stated, simply by zeference to the proper justification
keys to be struck for indicating the justification in ihe record vibbon.

__ Obviously the indicalor ilvelf anay be swept across the dial or chart for show-
15

ing the amount of justification space, or the dial or chart may be moved lo
secure the same result, but in the present machine lhe first mentioned plan

s been adopted, that is to say, there is a fixed dial or chart and a justifi
indicator which is moved trans

ication

versely of the chart in accordance with the
number of justifying type bodies indicated and longitudinally of the chart in

9 accordance with the body widths or units values in Ue portion of the line not

previously designated.
Referring particularly to Figures 1, 2 and 20, it will be seen that on the

front of the casing, preferably on the middle seclion 2 thereof, there is mounted

_ vemovably upon studs 74, a charl 75which is shown as substantially segmental
25 im form, although as will preently appear, the lines of characters Uereon ‘a

nol true arcs of a circle but are spiral for adapting them lo rewister with the

particnlar indicating hand or pointer employed.
The units wheel 76, Figures 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14 is a toothed wheel, pre-

ferably journaled in a frame 77 whieh-also preferably supports most of the
30

yegislering mechanism. The shaft upon which the units wheel is mounted

preferably takes the form of a sleeve 78. Figure 14, and the face of the units
wheel is provided with a clutch section 199 with which a longitudinally movable
pinion sleeve 79, Figures 4 and 14, engages to rotate the units wheel forwardly,

a
but which will permit the pinion 79 to rotate in a reverse direction without

89 rotating the unils wheel itself. The pinion is held in engagement with the
eluteh section by means of a spring 80 enclosed in a casing81 carried by the
units wheel and surrounding the rear end of the pinion sleeve. The pinion
coustituting the forward end of this sleeve 79 is adapted to mesh with a rack
bar 82, Figures 13, and 27, and the motor or weight for driving the indicator

40 is applied to (his rack bar and tends to advance the same across the machine
iowards the right hand side. In the preferred conetruction. the rack bar 82
extends out to the left hand side of the casing and meshes with a gear wheel 83
journaled in a bracket 84 and carrying a smaller gear wheel 85 with which v

_

verlical rack 86 meshes, The rack 86 is guided
7

table ways in the bracket 84
45 and from its lower end, the weight 87 for moving the parts is suspended. This

weight may be called © prime motor weight and the connection belween it and
the vack 86 is a yiclding connection preferably formed by confining a spring 88
in the weight, and extending a rod 89 down throngh the spring and providing
iis lower end with a nut or enlargement 90 upon which ihe lower end of the

ngwill rest. The spring thus forms the real motor, the tension of which is
determined by the weight, and the impact of ihe weight when once set in motion
by the downward movement of the rsek will notimpart a shock lo the mechanism,

The forward movement or rotation of the units wheel is normally prevented
by the locking pawl 91 having its end toothed lo accurately fit and center the

54 tecth on the units wheel, said pawl preferably being mounted in bearings to
slide radially with relation to’ the wheel.

Above the units wheel and pivoted on a center 92 is a wnits rack carrier 93,
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Wigure 11, having ways there

tangential to the periphery of the wnils wheel, and in

cooperate with said units wheel whenever lhe carrier

units rack 94 is provided with a slop or projection 95

which a units rack 94 reciprecates in a plane
position to mesh and

lepressed. The

normally adapted to

arrest the movement of the units rack in each direction by coming in contact

with the ends of the slot or way in the carrier in which it

arrested by the unils stops, to he_presently deseribed. Tu t

machine or upon the depression of any of the fin

carrier ie first depressed until the units tack is in mesh with

and then the locking awl 91 is withdrawn, allowing the uni

in accordance with the range of movement of the units 1

x pieces. the units

ted, unless
» operation of the

rack bar

the unils cel

wheel to advance

,, and upon the

release of said key the locking pawl 91 is first moved into eneavement with the

units wheel aud then the units rack moves out of mesh therewith. hence it will be

seen, that the advance of the units wheel is directly controlled by the range of

movement allowed the units rack and this is varied in accordance with the
uwuber of units contained in the body of the type designated by any partienlar
finger piece or kev.

For securing the relative movements of the units rack carrier 93 and the

locking pawl 91, just deserihed, a bell crank lever 96°is journaled at its anele

on ihe frame 77 aud one of its arms extends downwardly and cooperates with

the locking pawl 91, Pieure 11, while its other arm extends horizontally and has

connected ¢o it a link 97 extending vertically and this link 97 is in turn « n=

necled with a horizonlal link 98 having ils opposite end piyolally connected with

the amits bar rack carrier at 99.

The link § is centrally pivoted lo a depending connecting rod 100 which al

ils upper end is supported by an arm 101, pivoted at ona end on the casing and

at ite oposite end pivotally connected with au arm 102, Fienre 8. on the feed

shaft $0, thus when the feed s

of the spring 28

A spring 103, Figure 18, is connceted at one end lo the units rack har earric

sion tends to draw sa
and at the opposile end to the frame 77 and by its ten

rack bar carrier and rack bar down into engagement with the

the superior strength of the spring 98 overcomes the iension of the sp

and normally holds said rack har carrier 93 up and the rack bar out

aft 30 is oscillated by the operation of any one

of ihe key levers, the connecting rod 100 will he depressed against the nsion,

2

el, but

x 103
of encace-

units w

ment with the units wheel. Because of this arrangement, it will be soon that

the link 98 operates as a lever and as the link or connceting rod 100 moves

downwardly the spring 103, also drawing down on the rack bar carrier 93, will

hold the outer end of the link 98 upwardly and the locking pawl 91 in engace-

ment with the wheel unlil the rack bar is in engagement with the units wheel
°

and the rack bar carrier comes lo rest against rts stop 104 when the ouler end

of the link 98 will be swung downwardly by the further niovcment of the

connecting rod 100 and this in turn will swing the bell erank 96 and withdraw

the locking pawl 91 from engagement with the units wheel, permilling the

wheel to turn and carry with it the units rack. On lhe reverse movement of

the feed shaft and connecting rod 100, the spring 108 still exerting its tension

will cause the link 98 to acl as a lever until the Jocking pawl 91 comes to

in engagement with the mils wheel and then as the outer

cannot move upwardly 4

raising the units rack can

For returning the uni

92 and di:

a

end of the link

further, its inner end will be swung upwardly,
ngaging the rack trom the units wheel.

rack 94 to its normal position, in its carrier, whi

i

is the posilion indicated in Figure 11, a link 104 is connected to its rear end

and extends out lo one end of the frame 77 where it is jointed to a verti

lever 106 pivoted to the frame 77 and having a spring 107 for drawing it out-
=

wardly. ‘The opposite end of this spring 10T, for convenience, is eonnecied with

an arm 108, extending out from the frame 77.

‘The mechanism for limiting the movement of the units rack end units wheel

ia

20
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tes with the units rack directly and in the present embodiment embraces

s of stops, fftecn in number, and the extremerange of travel of (he units

the eud of its slob or way, constilutes another stop, making sixteen in all.
the aumber of stopping points of the units wheel and rack bar couresiod

therefore to the number of yertical columns of characlers in the

having different body widths, there heing fitteen of such vertieal columns, and
e otner stop is for the normal space indication, the character for wh:

amber of units of body thickness therein than any oue of the columns.

By velerence lo Figure 18, it will be seen that the units rack earrier 93 is

provided with a seriesof vertical slots or guides 109, and the forward ends of
a

series of stop levers 110, Figure 17, are adapted to play in these slols ov

uides. 1m order to reduce as much as possible. the lateral space ocenpied by
the stop levers and at the same time to secure the advantages of independent
guides for the forward cnds of the levers, as near as possible “lo the point where
the unils cack strikes (he same, uuly one half of the tolal number of stop levers

are adapted to prajeet into such guides, and between cach of the levers which

do project inty these guides there is arvanged a second series ot stops 111,
ive 17, the stop levers 111 being providea with downwardly extending nose

portions 112, which project between the levers 110, and an over-banging por-
i

20 tion 113, which when any one of the series 111 is depressed, will carry wilh it
the next lever of the series 110, and thus each of the series of levers LLL when

‘ies with it its supporting lever of the other sericsand the strain

xp by the guide 109 in which the lever 110 works.

The slops when thus arranged, it will be observed may individually be com-

paratively Icore and free in actionthereby preventing any sticking or liabilily

to catch in the guides and furthermore by providing mdividual guides for hold-

exch lever, [he wear incident to the use of the levers is not cumulative in
its action on the nnits wheel and the error due to this or due to the aecumu-

lalion of dirt is reduced to practically nothing. The stop levers ave journaled
a through pin 190 and their rear ends are roundedlor co-operation with slots

in a vertical series of slop bars 114, Figures 4, 7, 8, 10, 2% and 25. These

stop bars are supported in guides at top and lottoof theintermediate section 2
of the ceasing and at an intermediatepoint they are also held against lateral

noyement by guides. 115, carried on a central transverse rod. 116. Central]y they
35 are providedwith slots 117, Figures 18 and 25, for the reception of the rounded

rear ends of the stops 110 and 111. The stup vars correspond in number to

the number of slops 110 and 111, an additional one being provided for the space

stop and key before deserihed.

One of the stop bars is designed to be operated frem ech of the vertical
columns of hey levers, aud in order to accomplish this, th p bars are each

led ou Lheir rear edge with a projection 118 which overlies and is adapted
to he operated by the bail on one of the upper rock chalis. These rock shaf

wil be remembered, correspoad to and are operated by the respective vertical
columns af 1 levers. Referring again to Figur and 23, it will b

remembered that the space key alone operates the next to the bottom
kk shaft of ihe upper series and if veference be lad lo Figure 28, it will he

lat this rock shaft operates the first stop bar of the series 114 and when
st stop af the series is operated, the first stop towards the left hand side

ot the machine and the first with which the rack can come ju contact will be
40 depressed, and hence, when Lhis slop is operated, the wits wheel will be given a

minimum feed, corresponding to the body width of the spaec. The intermediate
bars, and stops, corresponding ther will give a different teed in accord-

ance wilh the bedy width of the characters designated by the intermediate

columns of ks
ing

operated from its appropriate rock bar of the

upper series, veme right hand eclumn, it will be remembered, and as

nwo in Figur and 23, dues not operate any of the rock bars of the upper
series but only the ved shaft, hence when any key lever in this column is moved

$yne

4
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to peoduee a character Indication, no movable stop is thrown into the palh of

the uuils rack but said rack is permitted lo have a full stroke and come to rest

against the fixed stop at the end of its guides, registering the maximum number

ot units of body width.

Vo arrange the mechanism in as compact form as possible, the units rack is

provided with the projection 95 for directly cooperating with the stops sand thus

the vack itself may he extended on either side of said projection a sufficient

distance to ensure engagement with the mits wheel for a ma: imum throw

without requiring Lhe location of the steps beyond the end of the rack.

Ti will be observed that the units wheel has a progressively forward move-

ment, in other words, it is uever given a reverse rotation even when the driving

rack $2 is returued to its normel position, ready to again advance the units

wheel, for during such return movement, the ratchet connection between the

sleeve 79 and the units wheel allows the sleeve and rack to move reversely
independently of the umits wheel.

Wie justification arm 119 is mounted on or formed as a portion of a pinion 120,

Vigure 14, and the rotation of this pinion by the yack, gives a relative move-

ment of the justification arm and chart, for indi g the amount of juslifica-
tion space left ix a line, and inasmuch as the justification area or that porlion
of the line wherein justification must bo taken into consideration hy the operator 2

© only 9 zelatively ‘small preportion of the whole Tine, ib is obvious that this

justification Land or arm need not be moved continuously but iis movement must

‘onmence when the rack and unils wheel have together moved throughout a

laree portion of the Tine indicated. To secure this result, the justification arm

and pinion 120 aro directly operated by the suppleinental rack 121 (shown clearly 2

in Figure 27) guided in ways in the frame 77 and adapted to he stopped in

nariual position by a lug or projection 122 which abuts against the frame 77 whon

the supplemental rack 2s ab (he loft hand extreme of itsmovement. A plek-ap

projection 128 on the main rack 82 is adapted lu co-operate wilh the supple-

mental rack 121, as the justification area is reached, io move the same towards
the right hand side of the machine anil thereby rotate the pinion 120. and

justification arm 119, As the main rack 82 velumns to its firsl position at the

left hand side of the machine, obviously the projection 123 will move out of

engagement with the supplemental rack’ 121 and the justification arm js there:

fore freed from ils influence wntil the main rack $2 advances again, far enough 3

to move the same , when the justification area is reached.

Vor relurning the justificalion arm and supplemental rack to normal position
without imparting thereto an undue momentum, or breaking ox bending the

Jnechaniem, should the justification unm get canghl or stopped in its veturn

movement, a vertical rack 124 also mashes with the pinion 120, Figures 8, 10

and 14, and js ilself carried by a weight 125, Figures 10, 18 and 14 and 16,

sliding on a vertical guide 126. This weight will serve to rcturn the justilication
gua to its normal position, bul it is desirable that the returning power for the

justilieation arm should be decreased as the arm reaches the Jast portion of its

travel, and to accomplish this, a lever 127 is pivoted on ihe frame 17, its longer

gum extending into @ posilion where as the weight 126 riscs, it, will contact

therewith and swing the lever on its pivat. ‘The lever spring pressed,

spring 128 connected with the shorler arm of the lever being employed for the

ymrpose and consequently while the weight itself operales alone as the reburning

power during the last portion of the return movement of the justifieation arm,

during the first porlion of such movement, the aclian of the weight is supple-
mented by tho action of the spring-pressed lever 127, and at the same time the

Jover 427 is arrested in its action by striking Uke frame 17 when the justification
arm passes its center of gravity, afler which’ time ils own weight will tend lo

xeturn if to normal position.
During the Hime that the supplementalrack 121 is heg moved by the auain

rack 82, ib is of course desirable that the two racke shoul id be locked together

30
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to prevent any possible overthrow or independence of action, and for the purpose
of locking them, a pawl 129 (Figure 10 and in dotted lines Figure 27) is pivotally
mounted upon the main rack 82 and adapted to drop into a noteh 180 in the

supplemental rack at the instant when the pick-up projection 123 engages tho

supplemental rack, thereby locking the two together for unitary movement. ‘The

pawl 129 is disengaged from the supplemental rack for the independent return

of the two racks by an arm 131 operated through the mechanism to be presently
described, either when the justification key is operated at the end of the 1 or

when the resetting mechanism commences its operation, as will he presently
described.

From Figure 20 it will be scen that the dial or chart is divided off into

series of spirally arranged rows of combinations of Icttcrs radially divided, whieh

correspond to letters on the two uppermost rows of keys or finger pieces, these

being the justification keys. The number of such rows of letters on the

chart counting radially, correspond to the number of possible justification type
bodies in a given line and the indicator for registering with such letters on the

chart is adapted to be advanced Lransverscly of the chart. so as to ister with

a new row thercon each time one of the justification type is indicated on the

paner or ribbon and the leticrs in that row with which the indicator registers,
will show the proper justification keys to be operated for producing indications

which will, in the casting or reproducing machine, cause the mechanism to vary

the body widths of the justifieation types to the proper exten.

The justification indicator 182, Figures 1, 2 and [4, is a pointer or hand

careied by the justification arm 119, and while it is adapted to swing on its

center in unison with said arm, it is given a. longiludinal movement cach time

one of the type, the body of which is varied for justification, 1s indicated. Each

Jouviludinal movement of the justificalion indicator [32 will eanse it to register

sith a new line of letters on the chart, for which purpose it is mounted in

guides 183 on the justification arm 119, and its inner end termed into a rack

bar 134 adapted to mesh wilh a pinion 135, Figures 2 and 14, carried upon &

shaft 136 extending through the sleeve shafl 78 on the units wheel and carryi

upon its rear end w second pinion 137. Pinion 187 meshes with a vertical rack
bar 138, Figures 12 and 14, guided in suitable guides on the frame 77 ond

preferably weighted so as to normally remain in its lowermost on, but

adapted to he moved upwardly by the operation of the key Jevers for indicating

type bodies whose body thickness is varied for justification. The two type bodies

in which such justification is produced in tho present apparatus, it will be

remembered, avé the space type and the full slop type, and the key levers for

these two type indications, il will also be remembered, oscillate or rock the

Jowermosl of the upper series of rock shafts together with its bail, and if

reference be had to Figure 4, it will be s thal this rock shaft carries a

forwardly projecting arm 139 having upon its forward end a pivoted naw! 140

provided with a spring IAL for holding il in its operative position. ‘Lhe rack

bar 138 has upon its side a series of ratchet teeth 142 with whieh, from Figure 15,

it will be scen that the pawl 140 is adapted to engage, whenever the lower vouk

shaft is operaled by cither one af the two before mentioned key levers. but

normally the pawl 140 is out of enoagement wilh the ratchet teeth 142 of the

mark 138, beine held with its nose elevated by means of a throw-ont incline 43,
raft is oscillated, thereby

raising the rack bar 188 one tooth, or a sufficient distance to cause Lhe justifica-
tion indicator to register with a new line of characters on the chart. The

throw of the pawl 140 is limited and the roel bar locked by an adjustable
stop 144: Fieure 13. and when the rack bar is vo moved. it is taught and hell
by a pawl 145, Tiguree 8 and 9, which i8 normally held in position.

to engare wilh lhe’ ratchet teeth by the spring 146." this latter pawl

however. being adapted to be thrown out of enpugement with the rack bar in

permit the rack har to drop and so retract the justification.indicator throng:

as

and off of whieh it will ride whenever the lower roek

m
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the medium of mechanism thrown into action either by the justification keys

when operated, or by the reser ny ancchanism, as will presently appear.

The ohject of having the Imes of characters on the chart spiral rather than

concentrie with the center on which the justilication hand tums, will now he

apparent, for assuming thet the space and full stop keys are not operated, but

that other character Keys are operated, tho justification arm will be rotated as

soon as the justification a is reached, aud inasmuch us the pinion 155 eon-

irolting the justifealion indicator is not moved escopt when either the space oF

the full stop key is operated, the justification indicator will be carried around

such pinion 135, and its jndicating point or hand will be moved with respect to

the justification arm 119. The spiral arrangement of the characters om the
chart is such as to accord with this movement, and thus, if no spars or full stop

are-included in the line, the justification indicator will follow around on a

single line of charl characters, and regardless of the posit'on of the justification

arm 119, whenever one of the said keys (space or Lull stop keys) is operated,
the juatifealion indicator will be moved outward radially lo register with a new

Jine of characters on the chart.
:

The rack 128 is preferably only provided with a sufficient number of ratchet

teeth lo move the indicator across the chart or dial and thug no injury ean

result from a too frequent operation of the space ox justifying character key oz

keys.
oy ensuring the operation of the mnils rack ca ier in unison with the stop

har 114, or any one of them, the said stop bars 114 are each provided near their

upper ends with a projection or lug 191, Figures 8, and

the bail 31 on the fecd shaft 80. ‘Thus there is a direct inter-dependence or

Gocaclion between the slop bars and the units rack carrier, ensuring the opera-

tion of the units rack carrier and the locking. pawl whenever one of said slop

bars is operated ta throw a stop into the path of the units rack.
p

Jane. [ypicaTor:

In the front plale of the intermediate section 2 of the casing, there is farmed.

a transverse clot 147 preferably Ioeated below the chart and along the cdges of

the slot there is provided a line scale 148 with which registers a pointer 149

carried by the main rack 82, Figures 2,7 and 27. The rack 82 advances upon

the operation of each ol the key Jevers and the line scale pointer 149 will con-

soqnently indicate to the operator exactly the point of star

approximate amount of space remaining In the line al any moment.

In the brackets $4, Figure 13, it will be noticed that there is arranged a fixed

rack 150, and sliding upon suitable guides in proximity to this rack there is a

stop block 151 whieh may he adjusted longitudinally of the fixed rack 150, by

withdrawing the holding pawl from engagement with the rack 1 and

allowing it to again enter ai the desired point of adjustment under the influence

of its spring This stop block 151 serves as the stop for limiting the retro-

grade movement of the maim yack 82, hence the adjusiment of this bleek in

vjanection with the line indeator 149 will enable the length of any particular
line to be accurately gauged.

For indiealing to the operator audibly when the Tine
is

approximately full, an

alarm or gong 154 is mounted on the casing and its striker 153 js adapted to be

engared and operated by an arm or projection 156, Migure 7, when the rack

has advanced to the proper point. ‘This audible alarm is preferably so located
that it will be sounded when the justification area is reached and the operalor:

hearing it, may then consuli Une chart and ascertain exacily how much justifica-

tion space remains, whether additional characters may be struck, and if not,

exactly which of the justification keys, shown in Pigure 7, are to be operated
fo set the reproducing machine for inereasing the body thickness of the justifien-

tion characters to exactly fill the linc,
:

:

which underlie

my a line, or the
§

80
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Reserring MECHANIS:

-t the left hand side of the me hine, Vigures 1 and 3, there is pivoted
a resetting handle or atm 157, normally held elevated by a spring 158,and with

this arm 1s connected through a spring link or yielding connection 159, a verti-

cally moving rack bar 160. Rack bar 100 is suitably guided in the braciet 81

and is adapted to mesh with a gear wheel 161, keyed to a shatt 162 upou whieh

ihe gear wheel and pinion 83, 55, are jourualed. A pin 163, igure 19, pro-

jecting trom the gear whcel 88 is adapied to be engaged by a similar pin 1d

on the wheel 161 and in the operation of the machine for forming a complete
line these two wheels 83 and 161 do not make quite a complete revolution, thus,

ing thai the wheel 83 which connected for uuilary moyemcnt with the

rack 82” has heen rotated ihe weight 87, or that a] has beeu completed,
when the rack bar 160 is drawn down by the bandle 157, the pine 16% and 164

will engage and the wheel 83 be rotated in a reverse direction to return the

rack bar to its normal position and eleyale the weight 87, ready for a new

operation. When the handle 1o7 is released, its spring 158 will again elevale

the rack bar 160 and ratale the wheel 161 back to its nonwal position, leaving
the weight clevated and causing the pin 164 to move away from the pin 163

until the handle is again depressed for again returning the parts to normal

position,
For again raising the weight 19 aid racks 1% and 17 through wl

is driven ov advanced, another vertical rack 16% is mounted in a guide in the

bracket 84 and in a second guide 106. Rack 16 is provided with an arm 167,

Figures Land 3, adapted when the rack is raised to rise up beneath proj

tions 168 on the racky 13 and 17 and shaft of weight pimion 18, and thereby
aise these parts, the raichel conneetions betwoen the pinions 12 and

15

and the

paper shalls permitting this reverse movement without causing an unwinding of

the paper. From Figure 19, it will be seeu that the rack bar 165 has meshing

wilh it, a gear wheel 169, which gear wheel is geared on the shalt 162 and js

adapled to be rotated in unison with the gear wheel 161 whenever the tesetting

handle 187 is moved, The rack 165 and the ozm 167 after raising the paper

inotor mechanism (as the two Iugs and weight 19 may be termed) re(uen to

normal position as just explained.
In resetting the indicating mechanism, (he holding paw! tor the justification

indicator rack must he Lhvown out of enzagement to permit said rack to drop

and draw the justifieation indicator inwardly ou he justification arm; the

) couneeting the main raek bar and supplemental rack b must. be

&

asst

i the paper

awl
pawl 1

ilisengaged and eid ont of engagement until the rack bars separate, and (he

anite wheel must be brought i a point which may be termed a 7 and

that herein des da large
ot which there may be in such an arrangement
nimber, so ag to beg'n ils registration with proper relation to (he scale.

so as to begin its registration at a proper point to ensure
é

Tt ferable also that mechanism should be prov:

Keys of a line, namely, tho justification keys, are §

“

, namely, the lwo rack bar releases and the

Jd be accomplished and there is in the pri

ming these operations when the jusluteation
to prevent any possible ruplure

that these parliewlar mechanisms

resetting of the mils wheel, show

machine, provision made for perfor
ki ave struck, and in addition, and in over

‘

ofthe meehanism when the reset! handle depressed, connections are also
land sideofthe machine and the throw.

at the lemade between the rack ba

out mechanism jor the pawls, whereby even though uo justification keys are

siruck, these parts will be properly reset.
=

TE vefereuce be had now lo Figures 11 and 13, it w seen (hat to the

frame 77 there is pivoted a vertical arm or lever 170, to the upperend of which

a link 171 is connected, the opposile end of said link being pivotallyconuected
to an 172, on the rock sheft, 178, earrying the pawl releasing arm 181,
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Figure 27,
‘The lever 170 is provided with a spring 174, for holding it an its

advanced position and in position lo raise the arm 141, ‘theadvance movement

of the lever 170 thea, it will be seen, will raise the arm 131 andif the pin iia
on the pawl 129 overlies the said arm the pawl will be out of engagement with

the secondary rack and the two racks disengaged. In order to ai the same time

release the yertieal rack 138 irom its holding paw! 145, a bell crank lever 176,

shown best in dotted lunes in Vigure li, is prvoted on the frame 17 and has une

of its arms projecting in front of the lever 170, Figure 11, aud its opposite arm

projecting im front of the bolding pawl 145, consequently when the fever 170

mnoves forwardly this pawl 145 will be disengaged irom the rack 188 and

rnasmmeh as the operating pawl 140 for ihe Jast mentioned rack

i

of engagement therewilh, the rack is free to drop under the influence of gravity
anil draw the justification indicalor back to its normal position with relation to

the justification arm.

Vo prevent the lever 170 from advancing under the influence of its spring 174,

a second lever 177, Figures 11 and 13, is piyoled on the frame 71, and at its

upper end carries a pivoled pawl 178, the end of which works in a slot in the

lever 170 and is adapted to hook over the same, as shown clearly in Figure 11.

Also connected with this lever 177 is a link 179, the opposite end of which link

is pivotally connected with a lever 180, Figure 14, pivoted just outside of the

side of the casing upon the brackel 84 and in position for ils opposite end to

engage a cam or incline 18 on the vertical rack 1 This inclme 181 moves

inio operative position when the rack 165 is down in ils normal position, as

shown in Figure 10, and consequently, when the resetting handle 157 begins its

downward movement, and the rack bar its upward movement, the lever 180 will

ride off of the incline 181 and the two pawls, namely, 129 and 145, will be

thrown out of engagement with Lhe respective racks; m the other hand, when

the rack returns to its normal position the pawl release arm 151 aud the bell

crank lever 176 will be moved into position for allowing the pawls to engage

with the zacke, this being the normal operative position of the parts,
A spring 182 is provided for ensuring a return of the levers 177 and 180 into

position for the re-engagement of the pawl 178, which pawl in the normal opera-

tion of the machine is adapled lo be disengaged from the lever 170 by
opevation of the justification keys or any of them. To throw this pawl out of

engagement, a wausyerse rock shaft 18%, Figure 7, is journaled at one end in

the casing, and at the oppusile end in the frame 77 and carries on its forward

sido an arm 184 which overlies the rear end of the pawl 178 iu po

throw the forward end of said pawl upwardly and out of engagement w.

lever 170 whenever the rock shaft is operated. Qn the rear side ol the roel

shaft there is mounted a bail 185 extending back into prosimity to the puucl
bars 36, and upon (he forward edges of the coustant punch bars tor the justifiea-
tion keys, there ix formed a lug or projection 186, Fignre 4, und: ug the

hail 185, and position to oscillate the rock shaft whenever either one of

said constanl punch bars is moved by the operation of tue justification key:

‘fo reset the units wheel 74 (o a proper point where it will Legin to register

units wheel ig previded on ils front

face w tehet or ed wheel 187, Figures 11 and 13, with which a

pawl 188 is adapted lo cooperate to arrest the units wheel and Lhe relation’ of

ihe teeth on the ratchet wheel. the leeth on the periphery of the units w

and the pawl, ig such that when the units wheel sled with the paw

engagement with any oue of the teeth, the units wheel will be in a proper

zero position for subsequent. operations. ‘Che spring 189 nomnally tends to hold

pawl 188 in engagement with the ratchel wheel IST, and in order to held

it owt of engagement esvept when the line is completed, and the justification

key is struck, to throw the parts into resetting position, the said pawl is con-

nected with the lever 170 by a link 190, Figure 18, whereby when the lever 170

correctly for the next succeeding line, sa

ha
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goneeee the pawl will be held out of engagement, but when the lever 170

leased by Lhe operation of any one of the justification keys, said neal will

er between the teeth on the wheel 187 and inasmuch as when any one of the

justificationkeys is struck, the locking pawl 91 is drawn out of engagement with

the units wheel, just as in the case of any of the other keys in the machine, the

units wheel will’advance until arrested by the pawl 188, and upon the relcase

of the justification key, the pawl 91 will again he thrown into engagement, iock-

ing the unils wheel in ils zero position,
‘Phenumber of ratchet teeth on the wheel 187 and the corresponding number

of zero positions on the units wheel should be sufficient io cause the umils wheel

to reach a vere position belure the unily rack comes into contact with any one

of the stops, as will be readily understood, for otherwise the unils wheel would

be arrested by the stop rather than by the zero pawl 188.

OPeRaTION OF THE Macnine.

Tt is perhaps appropriate to state at this point that a number of suitable charts

or dials are provided for use in connection with each machine haviag combina-

lions of characters thereon for indicating justification necessary to be added to

the justification type in different fouls of characters, and the operator, knowing
the tont or style'of characters to be used and having selected the charr for that

fontaulplaced the same in position on the easing and haying placed the pre-
viously prepared supply roll of paper in position, passed the same through’ the

Piidee,ready for the action of the punches and attached it to the winding roller,
is ready (o commence the uperution of indicating in (he record strip the desired
characters with the justification indications for controlling the justification
thereof. To set the machine for operation to produce & Lune of given length the

operator manipulates the slop on the brackel on (he left hand side of the machine,
in connection with the line scale. Waving done this. he manipulates the finger
pieces or key levers to produce indications for the desired characters, points,
spaces, ef¢., in the line, until the line is nearly completed, or the ilivalion

area.approachedor reached, which may be ascertained by consulting the line

scale, or by the audible signalsoundingat the appropriatetime. The operator
then takes’ nolice of the justification indicator and seeing that he has uo more

room in the line for other characters, he will find that the justification indicator

registers with a combination of characters on the chart which corresponds exactly
to the keys in the justification rows of keys, which are to be operated to produce
justificationindications corresponding to the increment inbody thickness of the

justification type necessary to produce a complete and justificdlinc in the casting
machine.

as the main rack reaches the justification area and the justification arm

begins its movement carrying wilh il (he justifiealion indicator, the pin 175 on

the pawl 129 rides over the arm 131 and continues its movement aver the said

arm until the line is completed. When the first justification key is operated,
it nol only operates the desived punches for producing the indications but it also

operates the rock shaft 183, tripping the pawl 178 out of engagement wilh the

lever 170 and this lever being released wnder the action of its spring 174, will

vaise the pawl releasing arm 131 and pawl, disconneeting the two racks and at

the same time, it will release the pawl 145, allowing the justification indicator

to be retracted to its normal position on the arm. It also resets the units wheel

by throwing the zera pawl into engagement wilh the leet Uereon and allowing
said wheel to rotate forwardly until one of the teeth is arrested against the

raw.:
The operator then depresses the resetting handle, drawing he the iain

zack, the pawl 129 meanwhile being held clevatedby the arm 151, until moved

out of range of the supplemental rack, this movement also raises the motor

weights, as before explained,and by raising the rack bar 164, moves the incline 181
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|out of its operative relation to tbe lever 180, and the arm 177 carrying the

pawl 178, under the infiuence of the spring 182, will swing inwardly, re-eugaging

id pawl with the lever 170.. When the zesetting handle is then released the

@ with it the incline 181, will

‘or the pawls 6returning to its normal position, carry

0, 177 and 170, returning the releasing arm

ies) position Lor allowing said paris to ve-engage and also moving the zero pawl

out of engagement with the units wheel, the parts beg then in position for

subsequent operation.

zack ba

operate the levers

Having now particularly desesibed and ascerlained the matt of the said

invention as communicated to ue by any foreign correspondents and i what 10

manner the same is to be performed, L declare that what I claim

}. ‘The combination with a series of character designating punches that 1s to

say “units” and
“ character” punches as hereinbefore mentioned) and a series

of key levers, each having a finger piece and arranged in yertical columns and in

horizontal rows or lines whereby each key lever 15 located at ibe intersection of 15

al columns anda

a column and a row with connections petween each of said ver

punch corresponding thereto in the series of punches, and an independent con

neetion between exci of said horizuntal rows or Jines and a punch corresponding

thereto in said series of punches, whereby upon the operation of any key, lwo

punches will be operated, one cox ponding to the vertical column in which the 20

key is located and the other corresponding to the horizontal row or line in which

the key is located; substantially as described.

‘2 The combination with a series of character designating punches, and &

sories of key levers, arranged iu vertical columus and horizontal rows or lines,

whereby euch key lever is Tocated al the intersection of a Tow and a column of a

sevies of rock bars for operating certain puuches in the series of punches am

corresponding to and operated by the vertical columns of key levers and 2secon
series of yock bars for operating other punches of the series of punches, and

cd by the horizontal rows or lines of key levers;

be&

eorrespouding to aud operat
substantially as described.

3, ‘Lhe combination with a series of character designating punches and a series
of key levers arranged i certical columus and horizontal rows or lines, of a

es of rock bars tor operating certain puuches of the series of punches and

with the horizuntal rows or lines of key levers, a seconser!

having bails co-operating
series of xock bary Zor operating certain other punches of the series of punches 85

and connections between said second series of rock bars and the verlical columns

of key lovers; substantially as des

4. The combination wilh a series of character designating puncles, and a series

of key levers arranged in vertical columns and horizontal rows or lines, of a

series of rock shafts for operating certain of the punches of the series of punches 40

and having bails with whieh the key levers directly co-operate, a second series

of rocks shafts for operating certain ether punches of the series of punches and

units bars for operating said Jast mentioned geries of rock shafts, with conuce- i

tions between said writs bays and the vertical columns of key levers; subsian- '
5.

iO

5

tially as described.
Ht

3. The combinaticn with a ser! of character designating punches and a series

of vertically arranged units bars Will connections Letween suid unils bars and

punches for operating! the latter, of vertical columns of key jevers for operating
ical columns being arranged alternately

deseribed. 5said unils bars, the key levers of said ver

; substantially a

ou opposite sides of the units bars

6, The combination with « series of character desigaatng punches and yer=
8 5

tically arranged units Jars, operaling said punches, having oppositely extending

thereon, of a. series of key levers arranged in vertical colmmns

5

projections or lug
corresponding to said units bars, said key levers be arranged alternately on

opposite sides of said units bars and adapted to co-operate with the luge or pro-’ 4

jections thercon for uperating the punches;substantially az described.
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+ The combination with a series of charaeter designating punches, a series

of vertically arranged units bars for operating certain of the said punches and a

sories of key levers, arranged in vertical columns corresponding to and adapted

Yo operate sid units bars, of a series of rock shafts corzespoucing to the key levers

in each of said cohunns and adapted to be operated théreby, and connections

between said rock shafts and cortain puuches of the series of punches not dperated

by the units bars; substantially as described.

& The combination with a series of charact designating punches, a series

of rock shalts having bails directly co-operating with certain punches 0: said

series to operate the same, a series of vertically arranged units bars for operating!
said rock shafts, aud a acries of key levers arvauged in vertical rolumus, the key

Jevers in each column co-operating with the same unils bars, of a series of roel:

shafts having: bails divectly co-operating with the key levers, the key Jevers in

the same horizontal plane ¢o-operating with the same yoek shaft and connections

hetween said Jast mentioned series of rock shafts and certain of the punches of

the series ol punches; substantially as described.

9. In a chhvacler designating apparatus, the combination with a series of

chavacler designating punches and a serics of key levers arranged in vertical
columns, the key levers in each cohunn being sivanged alternately in different

yertical planes, of a series of units bars for operating the unit punches of the

said series of character designating punches the said unit bars being arranged

vertically between the key levers in each vertical column; subsiantially as

described.
10. In a character designating apparatus, the combination of a series of char-

acler designating punches, and a series of hey levers a need in vertical columns,

the key levers in cach colmmn being located allernately in different vertical plancs,
of units barg for operating the unit punches of the said series of character desiz

hating punches the said unit bars being arranged vertically between, the key

levers of each cohumn and haying opposilely extending projections with which

the key levers co-operate; substantially as described.

TL In a chaiacler designating apparatus, the combination with a series of

character designating punches anda series of key levers arranged in vertical

columas, of a series of lower units bars arranged yertically and corresponding to

the vertical columns of key levers and an upper series of units hars for operating
the punches resting upon and adapted 1o be-operated by the lower series of units

bars; substantially as described.

12. Tn a character designating apparatus, the combination wilh a series of

character designating punches and a scries of key leve arranged in vertical

Tumns, of a series uf lower units bars arranged vertically and corresponding
to the vertical columns of key levers and an upper series of units bars for operating
the punches resting upon aud adapted to be operated by the lower series of units

bars, the said upper and lower series of units hars beingarranged with their

greatest width ‘n plauex al right angles to each other to afford wide bearings at

iheir mecting points: subsiantially as described.

13. Ina character designating apparatus, the combination with a sevies of

character desigualing punches and verlically arranged upper punch bars therefor,

of a lower series of vertically arranged puuch bars upoa which said upper punch
bars rest, a series of rock shails lor operating said lower punch bars und a series

of key levers for operating said rock shafts: substantially as described.

4 Tn a characier designating apparatus, the combinalion with a series of

character designating: punches and_ vertically arranged punch bars therefor, of

a lower series of vertically arranged punch bars npon which soine of said punch
bars vest, rock shafts for operating said lower ser'es of punch bars and thereby

operating the punches, an upper series of rock bars for operating the punches
not operated by the lower series of punch burs, vertically arranged units bars

for operating said upper series of rock bars and a series of key levers, each of

which ¢o-opergles with one of the ynits bars and one of the lower series of Tock,
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jars, whereby two punches are operated by each of the key levers; substantially
as described,

15. In a character designating apparatus, the combination with a series of

charactor designating punches and mechanism for operating different punches

of said series embodying vert cally arranged punch bars and horizontally arranged

Se ae hafls having’ laterally extending bails oe projections, oF & sevies of bev

levers having apertures through which said rock shafts extend and the w alls of

‘chich apertaves ara adapted to co-operate with the pails or projections; sub-

stantially as described.

16, Tra paper feeding mechanism, such as described, and in combination with

the shaft for actuating the paper feed wheel, and an cscapement controlling the

same, of a gear wheel or pinion journaled on said shaft, a clutch interposed
Jetween said gear wheel and shaft for permitting the reverse mov ement of the

gear wheel. a motor rack in mesh with said gear wheel, a motor weight, a gear

wheel supporting the weight and in mesh with said rack and restoring mechanism

for reselling: the rack and weight.
17. Ina paper feeding mechanism, such as deseribed, and in combination with

the shaft for actuating the paper feed wheel, and an escapement controlling the

Tame, of a geat wheel or pinion journaled on said shalt, a clutch interposed

between xaid gear wheel and chaft for permitting Lhe Teverse movement of the

gear wheel, a motor rack in wnesh with said gems ‘heel, a molor weight in gear

ee eed sack, a-vertically movable reselling mechanism ic clevating said weight

aud rack and co-operating projections on said resetting mechanism and molor;

substantially as described.

18. Ina paper feeding mechanism, such as deseribed, and in combination with

areeuid sikbenor stripTecding mechanism, embodying a feed shalt, and a wind-

ng shatt, of a single motor with differential gearing jnlerposed between caid

shalts and motor whereby the movements of said shaits under the influence of

said motor may vary, substantially as described.

19. In a paper feeding mechanism, such as described, and in combination with

a record ribbon or strip feeding mechanism embodying a feed shat and winding

shaft and an eseapement for controlling the moyement theresl, of a motor and

ifferential gearing interposed between said shafls and motor, whereby the move-

vints af the chafl under the influence of (he motor may vary; ubstantially a8

described.
30, In a paper feeding mechanism, such as deseribed, and in combination with

a record aikbem or strip feeding mechanism embodying a feed shaft, a winding

Bde and an escapement, of Tacks in gear yet uth Bed and winding shalts,

gearing interposed belween said racks und a motor applied to said gearing whereby

said racks may be moved independentlyor fn wmson, under the influence of

said motor.

21. In a paper feeding mechanism, and in combination with a record ribbon

ov strip feeding mechaniem, embodying o feed shatl, winding chaft ond an

cecapement, of racks in gear with said shots, gear wheel interposed between

ve Lmeshing with both of said racks and a motor weight cuspended from said

gcar wheel; substantially as described.

92. In a character designating apparatus embodying a key controlled mech-

aniuin adapted for co-operation with a record :ibban or strip, and in combination

therewith, a record ribhou or strip feeding mechanisin embodying a feed shaft
and awindmg shail, and a motor, with differential gearing julerposed between

said shafts and motor whereby the movements of the shafts under the influence

of said motor may be varied; substantially as described.

23. Tu a charaeler designating apparatys, ihe combination with the characte:

designating incchaniam having controlling keys and adapted to co-operate witl

fear eephon or strip, ofa record vibben on strip seeding mechanist euibort
ing a teed shaft and a winding shaft, a motor, gearing iulerposed between sald

x
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amotor and both of said shafts and a resetting mechanism for restoring the power

ul said motor; substantially as described,

24. In a paper feeding mechanism, such as described, and in combination with

a record ribbou or strip feeding mechanism embodying a tved shatt and a moicr

therefor, of an escapemeut wheel for said shalt, stiff and M'mber pawls for co-

operating with the said wheel, a longitudinally movable shaft on which said

jawls are mounted to oscillate transversely of the eseapement wheel, hearings

tun which said shaft is mounted and an adjustable stop for Uke Jovward end ony

if said shaft waereby the shaft is free to move rearwardly in ils bearings, sub-

stantially as described.
25. In a paper leeding: mechanism, such as described, and in combination with

a ecord ribbon ov sip feeding mechanism embedying a feed shaft and a motor

therefor, of an escapement wheel for said shaft, stifl and limber pawls for co-

qperatmg with said wheel, a longitadinally movable shaft on whieh said pa's
size mounted lo oscillate transversely of the escapement wheel, bearings in whic

said shaft is mounted aud a transverse wm constituling a linger piece for

throwing said pawls out of engagement with the eseapement wheel, aud means

loz limiting the movement of the pawl shait in one direction; substantially as

described,
24, Tn a character measuring mechanism for a machine such as deseribed, the

combination with a units wheel controlling the movement of the indicator and

having a progressively derward movement and having mechanism for controlling

fis movement in accordance with the body widths of the characters, of a motar

mechanism for impelling said wheel forwardly with a cluteh connection inter:

posed between said motor and wheel, and a reselling mechanism for the, auotoz,

hereby the wheel may be held insb backward movement; substantially as

described.
27. Tn a character measuring mechanism for a character designaling machine,

the combination will ihe units wheel, having 2 progressivelyforward movement,

and having mechanism for controlling such movement in accordance with the

body widths of the characters designated, of au indicator controlled by said wheel,

a motor for impelling the wheel and a cluteb interposed between the wheel and

¢ motor. :

28, ina character measuring mechanism: for a character designating machine,

such as described, the combination with the uuils wheel having a progress-vely

forward movement and having meuus for controlling such movement ‘nu accord:

ance with the body widths of the characters designated, of a motor connected

with suid wheel through a clutch connection for advancing il, and an indicator

controlled by said wheel and a vetting mechanism for arresting the movement

of said whee! ar a aero point. .

29. In a character measuring mechanism for a characier designating maciiine,

such as described, the combination with a unils wheci, its shaft and the rack bar

engaging a pinion on the units wheel shaft and controlling the line indicator,

of the units rack reciprocating in ways in a pivoted suppers and a locking pawl

for the units wheel with mechanism between suid locking pawl and units vack,

wlereby when the units rack is aoved into engagement with the wheel, the

pawl will be withdrawn aud the units whcel abandoned to the control of the

units rack.
30. Ina character measuring mechanism for a character designating machite,

such ag described, the combination with the units wheel, -ts shait, a rack bar

engaging a piuiou on the units whcel shatt, a moter for advancing the suid rack

bar aud units wheel and an indicator for indicating the tent’ oi such movement
: a ene

PU AE Aten db vinctnancat ing: (a ane

qrplvclad!dipptrl,W'Welking pavl tor the muils wheel, iiteeliniaien!hele’ 2 eal

Jockiug pawl and unils rack, whereby when the rack is moved into engagement,

the pawl is disengaged from said wheel, abandoning the wheel to the control of

s
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the rack, anda clutch interposed helween the units wheel and the pinion carried

Dy the writs wheel shaft.

81 {n combsnation with a units wheel, the units vack, the pivoted. support Zor

said tack, and the locking pawl, of the

1

eries of stop bars operating through

intermediate conncetions to move the units rack support and withcraw ihe lock-

ing pawl, and a serics of stops controlled by said bars for arresting the movement

of the units rack, substantially as described,

3 tr cembinacion with the unils wheel, the units vue, the pivoted support

for said rack, and the series uf stops working transy ersely of said support lo limit

the movement oi the rack, of a locking pawl and an operating mechanisin for

said slops with intermediate connections belween s id stop operatingmechanism,

the units vack carrier and the locking pawl, whereby when any one of said stops is

operated, the unite xack will be thrown imto engagement with the wheel and the

locking pawl out of engagement therewilh, and a motor for advancing the units

wheel; substantially as descr'bed.

4S tn a character designating apparatus, the combination with an indicator,

for indicating fhe space cevupicd by said chaxacters, a wmits wheel courmulling

Or Fuadieater anda teed chal, ofa locking pawl for (he units wheel, a muits

yack for limiting the movement of the units wheel, a units rach carrier lor moving

the rack towards and from the writs wheel, a link connected al one end with

tha waita qack carricr and al the opposite end with the locking paw! and an

jntemuediate connection between said link and the feed shaft, whereby said Vuk

will operate as a lever to secure the proper sequence of mov ements of the rack

carrier and pawl,
$4. In a character designating apparatus, combination with an indicator

and unils wheel controlling the same, a locking pawl for said unils wheel and a

units rack for limiting the movement of said units wheel when released by the

Iovising pawl, of a wits rack carrier movable towards and from the un‘ls wheel,

a lnk pivotally connected at one end with said units rack carrier and at the

nppusite end with the mechanism actuating the locking pawl and an operating
wel ey connection pivotally counected with said linkat an intermediate point,

whereby said link will move poth the units rack earrier and locking pawl, but

will permit them to move independently in order thai the units wheel may be

held undcr control at all times.

35 Th a machine such as descvibed, comprising character desiguating appa

yatus, and au :ndieating mechanism the combination with a units wheel con-

trolling the iudicating mechanism a wuils wheel rack mounted fo reciprocate in

wars movable towards and from the units wheel, and a locking pawl, of a series

of stops with which said writs rack on-uperates to limit the movement of the units

whecl, said slops being arranged in two sexes, the siups of one series forming

the supports for te stops of the other series, but capable of moving indepen-

dently thereby; substantially ae desevibed.

36° In a character designating apparatus, sueh as described, and in com-

Juiuation with the units wheel thereof, adapled to advance in accordance with the

body widths cf the characters designated, of a units rack adapted to engage said

unis wheel, a series of pivoted stops with which said rack. co-operates to arrest

tke movement of the units wheel and a guide or slol for each of said pivoled

stops; substantially as deseribed.

37. In a chavacler designating apparatus, such as described, and in combi-

nation with the wnits wheel thereof, adapted to advance in accordance with the

pody widlhs of the characters designated, and a units rach, of a units rack cartier

movable towards and from the units wheel, a series of guides or slots in said units

wack cazier and a series of stops working in said slots and adapted to arrest the

movement of the units rack and unils wheel; subslantially as described.
38. In a character designaling apparatus, such as descx. bed, embodying a units

wheel adapted to advance in accordance with the body widths of the designating
characters, and in combination with said units whecl, of a units rack, a unils
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yack carrier movable towards and from the units wheel and having a series of

slots or guides therein, a series of long stops working in said slols or guides, a

series of short stops arranged between said long stops and having overhanging

portions adapted 10 co-operate with and move the long stops, whereby when any

one of said shorter stops is operaled to move into position to arrest the tuck, 1

et carry with it the adjacent long stop for supporting it against lateral

auoyement

99. In a character designating apparatus, such as described, embodying a

chavacter designating mechanism ond a units wheel adapted to advance in aceos-

dance with the body widths of the character designaled, and in combination with

said wheel, of a wnils rack carrier movable towards and from the wheel, a units

rack mounted to reciprocate in ways im said carrier, stops for arresting said rack,

a spring pressed lever and a link connecting said lever and rack to return it lo

normal position.
40. In a character designating apparatus, the combinalion with character

designating mechanism, and an indicating mechanism embodying a units wheel

adapted to advance in accordance with ihe body widths of the characters desig

nated, of a units rack, a units rack carrier movable towards and from the units

wheel. a spring set to move said rack towards the units wheel, a locking pawl for

The anits wheel, a link pivotally connected at its opposite ends with, said units

rack earrier, aud locking pawl, a feed shalt, a connection. between said feed shalt

sae suid link between the ends of the lailer and a superior spring operating

through said connection for holding the units rack carriey away from the wnits

wheel: substantially as deseribed.

41, In a character designating apparatus, the combination wilh character

desigualing mechanism and imdieating mechanism embodying a waits sheel

adapted to advance in necordance with the body widths of the ‘characters desig-

nated, and an indicator control ed by said units wheel, of a rack for advancing

the units wheel, and a motor connected with said rack; substantially as deseribed.

“ote a character designating apparatus, the combination with character

desigualing mechaniem.and an indicating mechanism embodying a units wherl

adapted to adyance in ecordance wilh the body widths of the characters desig-

nated, and an indicator eantrolled hy said units wheel, ofa piniow connected with

the units wheel, a rack meshing with the said pinion, a motor connected with said

rack and a resetting: mechanism for returning the tack lo normal positi

substantially as described.

(3 Tn a chaacter desiguating apparatus, the combination with character

Jesignating mechanism, and an indicating mechanisu, embodying units wheel

adapled lo advance in accordance with the hody widths of the ehatactexs designated,
of an indicator controlled by said waits wheel, a rack and pinion connected with

said units wheel through a ratebet counection for advancing the units wheel and

vetuming indepeudontly thereo!, a motor for-advancing said rack aud a resetting

seer anitm dor retuinine the rack to normal position; substantially as described.

TA Tn a character designating apparatus, the combination with character

designating mechanism, and an indicating: mechanism embodying units wheel

adapted to advance im accordance wilh Lic body widths of the charactera desig-

nated and an indicator controlled by said units ‘wheel, of a pinion connected wilh

said units wheel through a ratchet Connection, a motor impelled rack bar meshing

‘with said pinion, a resetting mechanism for. saidrack bay ond o zero stop for

positioning the uni wheel at the eud of the line of character designalu

substantially as described. «

13 Tn a) character designating apparatus, the combination wilh character

designating mechanism and an indicating mechanism embodying a units heel

adapted to be advaneed in accordance with the body widths of the characters

derfenated, of a rack bar for advancing said units wheel and a auotor weight in

gear with’ said rack bar for advancing the same, with a resetting mechanism for

the rack bar; substantially as described,
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46. In a character designating apparatus, the combination with the character

designaling mechanism, an indicating mechanism embodying a units wheel

adapted to be advanced in accordance with the body widths of the characters

des:gnated, of a rack bar for advancing (he units wheel, a gear wheel with which

said'vack bar meshes having a pinion conuected therewith, a vertical yack in 5

mesh with said pinion and a motor weight connected wilh sad last mentioned

rack, substantially as described.

“Tn a character designating apparatus, the combination with the chameter

designating mechanism, and the indicating mechanism embodying a units wheel

adapted x6 be advanced in accordance with the body widths of the characters

designated, af a rack bar for moving said units whecl, a gear wheel with which

‘d rack bar meshes, a molor applied to said gear wheel, a second gear wheel

with engaging projections between said gear wheels, whereby one will be rotatec

hy the other, a reselting yack in mesh with said last mentioned gear wheel and

a resetting handle for mcving! said last mentioned rack; substantially as descr ibed, 15

48. la a character desigualing apparatus, the combination with’ the character

designating mechanism and indicaling mecchan‘sm, embodying a units wheel

adanred to be advanced in accordance with the body widths of the characters

designated, of a yack bar for moving sid nuits wheel, a gear wheel with which

said rack bax meshes, a molor applicd to aid gear wheel, a second gear wheel 20

with engaging projections between said goar wheels, whereby one will be rotated

hy the other, a resetting rack in mesh wilh said last mentioned gear whecl, @

resetting handle and a spring connection hetween said resetting handle aud last

mentioned rack for re-energizing the motor and restoring (he units wheel impel-
ling zack to normal position: substantially as described.

9 Tn a character designating apparatus, the combination with the character

designating mechanism the indicating mechanism embodying a mils wheel

adapted to be advanced in accordance with the body widths of the charaeiers

designated, and a motor rack for advancing said units wheel, of a motor weight
and an clastic connection between said motor weight and rack whereby shoe

incident to the momentum of the weight is avoided.
G

50. In a character designatmg apparatus, the combination with a chavacter

designating mechanism. a paper or record strip feeding mechanism embodying

a weight motor and a rack for connecting the same with the paper feeding mech-

aniem ard an iudicaling mechanism embodying a motor weight and a rack for

communicating power therelrom to the indicating mechanism, of a resetting

mechanism for clevating both of said motor weights: subslantially as described.

51. In a character designating apparatus, the combination with character

designating mechanism, a paper or record slrip feeding mechanism emhodying
a motor weight and arack for connecting the same with Ue paper feeding mech- 40

ancem and an indeating mechanism embodying a motor weight and a rack for

communeating power therefrom to the indicating mechanism, of a resctting

mechanisnt embodying a vertically movable vack ior raising the paper feed motor

weight, a resetting handle and a rack and gear for raising the indicator mecl-

anism weight and the vertically moyable rack; substantially as described. 45

52. Lu an apparatus such as deseribed, the combination of the following cle-

ments, lo wil, a series of keys for characters of unvarying widths, cne ar more

keys representing chavaclers ox spaces variable as lo width, a
"

representing different degrees of variation for the variable characters or spaces.
a chart showing rows or sets of characters, having reference to keys of the

seri

representing varicties in width of the variable characters or spacr3, an indicaling
mechanism controlled by the keys for the unvarying and yoriable width char-

acters or spaces, for shitting (he relative positions of the indicator from one

haracter to another in a set or row, and independent connections controlled hy
the keys for variable width characters or spaces, for 8 vifting the indicalor from 56

one vow or series of characters to another, whereby Lhe operation of any key of

8
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the series denoting characters or spaces of variable widths, will effect a transfer

of the indicator from one set ox serics of charted characters to another; sub-

stantially as described.

53. In an apparatus such as described, the combination with designaling
wechanism embodying character designating keys, some one or more of which

esiguate characters, the hody width of which is adapted to be varied for justi-
fication, of an indicaling mechanism embodying a chart having sets ar rows of

characters referring to different numbers of characlers in a line, the hody widt4

of which ts adapted to be varied, and the characters in each sel or row ot which

have reference lo the normal body width of the characters designated, and a

pointer or indicator for registering’ with said characters on the chart, said chart

and pointer or indicator being adapted to be moved wilh relation to each other

in two directions, the movement in one direction being controlled by all of the

character designatingkeys, causing regislralion with different characters in each

row or set and the movement in the other direction being controlled by the key
or keys for designating characlers whose body widths are to be varied, for causing
rewistmalion with different sets or rows of charted characters.

54. The combinalion in an apparatus such as deseribed, embodying designating
keys, some one or more of which designate justification characters adapted to

have their body widths varied, of an indicating mechanism embodying a chart

having rows oF sels of characters, each row or set having reference to a given

number of justification characters in a Tine, and a pointer or indiealor for regis-
tering with’ the characters ea said chart, connections between said designating

keys and the indicating mechanism for var, ving’ the velative positions of the

painter ov indicator and characters in each scl or row on the chart, and indepen-
fiont comiectious belween the justification character designating key or keys and

(ue indicating mechanism for yazying the velalive positions of the pointer ox

indiealor and the scts of characters on the chart; substantially as described.

SA. The combination in an apparatus such as described, embodying designatirg

keys, some one or more of which designate justification characters adapted to

have their body widths varied and a units wheel controlled by the desiguating
evs, of an indicator controlled by the units wheel and connections between Lhe

said ‘ndiealor and the justifeation character designating key or heys indepen-
dent of the units wheel for imparting to the indicator a movement ‘n additon

lo the movement contralled by the units wheel: substantially as described,

5G. The combination in an apparatus sueh as deserihed, embodying designating

keys, some one or more of which designate just'feation characters, adapted. 10

have their body widihs varied and a units wheel controlled by the designating
keys, of a justification arm controlled by the units wheel and a justificatio ind

calor movably supported hy said arm with connections helween the justification
indicator and the justification character designating key oF keys; substantially
as described.

&

57. he combination in an apparatus such as deserihed, embodying designating

keys, sie one or more of which desiguate characters adapted to have their badly
eation

chart, of a justification arm contzolled hy the units wheel, a justification
calor for registering with the chart mounted to move longitudinally on. the justi-
fication avm and connections between the justification Indicator and the austi-
fication character designating keys or keys; substantially as described.

58. The combination in an apparatus such as described, embodying: character

designating koys, some one or moze of which designale justification characiers

adapted to have their body widths varied, a units wheel conlrylled by the desig-

nating keys and a jusiilication chart, of a pivotally supported jusliication arm

controlled’ by the units wheel, a justification indicator for registering with the

chart and connections between the justification indicalor and the justification
character designating key or keys arranged on an

avis

coincident to the axis of

the: justification arm; substantially as described,
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59. Tn a character designating apparatus, the combination of the following

elements, to wil: a key board having designating keys for designating characiers

having constant but different body widths and a designating key or keys for

designating characters cr spaces having variable body widths; a units wheel

controlled by the designating keys and having an angular movement propor-

tioned to the relative normal body width of the characte s designated ; an indicator

move. by but movable independenily of said units wheel and independent con-

nections belween said indicator and the key or keys for designating characters

of variable body widths; substantially as deseribed.

G0. In a character designating apparatus, the combimation of the following

elements, to wit: keys for designating characters having constant body widths;

a key or keys for designating characters or spaces having variable body widths}

a units wheel having an angular movement controlled in its extent by the char-

acter desionating keys; an indicator controlled by the units wheel for indicating

the space oecupied by the characters designated in a given line but movable

independently of said units wheel and connections independent of said units wheel

helween the indicator and the key or keysfar designating characters having

variable body widths, and a chart with which said indicalor registers having sets

or vows of characters thereon; substantially as described
G1. Tn an apparatus such as described, for designating characters im a record

strip or ribbon, the combination of the following elements, to wit: keys for des:

ignaling characters having constant body widths; a key or keys for designating
Characters or spaces having variable body widths; keys for designating justi-

fication: a unily whcecl controlled in its advance movement by said character and

space designating keys in accordance with the widihs of the characiers desig

nated: a justification arm movable in unison with said units wheel, a justifica-
tion indicator vadially movable on said arm; independent connections between

eaid justification indicalor and key or keys for designating characters having

variable body widths: aud a chart with w hich said justification imdicator reg-

isters having sets of characters corresponding to the number
of

possible operations

in any one line of the key or keys for designating characters having variable

bedy widths: stbstantally as described.

G2. In an apparatus such as described the combination with character desig-

nating kevs for designating characters of conslant body widthand a key or keys

for designating characters having variable body widths, of a units wheel contr olled
bbysaid character designating keys and an adjustable chart; a jnslifieation arm

rotated by said units wheel; a yadially movable indicalor earried hy said arm

for tegistering with the chatl, a rack bar and pinion controlling said Justifica-

tion indicator and connections beiween said pinion and the key or keys for des-

ignaling characters haying variable body widths; substantially as described.

G3. In an apparatus such as described, the combination with character desig-

nating keys, embodying a key or keys for designating chavaclers having a variable

body width’ a wills wheel controlled by said character designating Keys, and a

chart, of an angularly and radially movable indicalor, with connections between

said indicator and units wheel for maving the same angularly and connections

helavcen said iuidicator and the keys for designating variable characters for moving

the indicator radially; substantially as described.

G4. In an apparatus such as described, the combination with ihe character des-

ignating keys embodying a key or keys for designating characters having a

yariable body width, a units wheel controlled in its angular movement by sa

Gharacter designating keys, an arm adapted to le controlled in its’angulay, move

ment by said units wheel and carrying a radially movable justification indicalon,

a yack bar and pinion controlling the radial movement of said indicator, and a

second rack bar controlling the movement of Lae pinion and a pawl meved by the

caviable character designating key or keys for advancing last mentioued rack

bar; substantially as deseribed.

G5. Tn a character designating mechanism, (he combination with the following

d
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elements, to wit
ys

for designating characters having constant body widths;
a key or keys for designating a character or characters having variable body
width sudkeys for designating justification, of an indicator adyanced by the

i

vy

or keys tor designating characters of yariable body width,
omnections between the justification designating keys and the indicator

tang mechanism for releasing suid indicator upon the operation of any one

stilicalion designating keys.
an apparatus such as described, the combination of the following cle-

.

te wit: character designating keys embodying a key or keys for desig-

g characters having variable body widlhs: an indicating “mechanism;
tons between said indicating mechanism and the key or keys for desig-

racters having variable body widths, embodying a rack bar, an opcra-
ting pawl and a holding pawl; justitication designating heys aud connections

ied 1: aid justification designating, keys for releasing the holding pawl
mechanism; substantially as described.

an apparatus such as described, the combination of the following ele-
the character designating keys cmbodying a key or keys dor designating

Sarecters haying variable budy widihs; a uuits wheel controlled in its angular
sueut by said character designating keys; a justification arm controlled -by

s wheel; a justification indicator mounted on said arm; a rack bar on

ation indicator; a pinion and shaft arranged axially of the justifica-
su aud carrying a second pinion; a vertically movable tack bar meshing

dsecond pinion: a rock har operated by the key or keys for designating
ers of variable body widths, a pawl operated ‘by said rock bar and co-

ng with the vertically movable rack and a holding pawl for said vertically
ble rack, with means for releasing said holding pawl to reset the mechanism

tally as described.
an apparatus such as described, the combination with characler desig-

sand a unils wheel trolled in its angular movement by said char-

30 acter designating keys, of a rack bar arranged in horizontal guides, and adapted
to advance in unison with the units wheel, a supplementalrack also mounted in
horizontal guides, a projection on the main iack for co-operation with the sup-
plemental rack to move the Jailer ai a predetermined poiut im the travel of the
main rack, and an indicator moved by the supplemental rack with independent
veselting) mechanism for the two racks; substantially as deseribed.

UY, In an apparatus such as decribed the combination with character desig-
uating keys, a units wheel controlled in its angular movement hy the said char-
acter designating keys, a rach bar arranged im horizontal guides, and adapted
to adyance in unison with the units wheel, a supplemental rack also mounted in

4p horizental guides, a projection on the m:
i

peration with the sup-
plemental rack, to move the latter at a predetermined pom in the travel of the

applemental rack, of a locking pawl
ary moyement, a releasing arm for

sm controlling suid releasing arm;

es

together for

iting mechan:

described, the combination with character desig-
timg mechanism, embodying main and supplemental

arranged in horizontal guides with a projection on the main rack for

gaging and moving the supplemental rack ala predeteruiined point, of an

50 *adicater moved by the supplemental rack, a pinion in mesh with said supple-
al rack, and a supplemental rack and indicator resctting mechanism embod:

second rack in mesh with said pinion and meaus for~moving said second

ubstantially as described.

TL. In an apparatus such as descvibed, the combination with character desig-
55 ating Keys and an indicating mechanism embodying main and supplemental

racks, arranged in horizontal guides with a projection on the main rack for

engaging and moving ihe supplemental rack at a predetermined point, of an
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indicator moved by the supplementalyack, a pinion in mesh with sa

meutal rack and a supplemental rack aud indicator yesetting mechanism embo:

ing a second Tack in mesh with said pinion, a weight appbed to said second »

and a upring pressed lever co-pperating therewith as ser forth,

72. In an apparatus vuch as described, the combination with character desig-

aeaey indicator cmbodyiug the following elemeuls, lo wit; a. mam

:
ns for controlling its movement in acrordance with the body widths

of the type designated; a supplemental rack; a projection on the main rack

adapted to co-operate with and move the supplemental rack at apredetermined
pont im the travel of the mun yack; un indicator moved by the supplemental
Poet ML u locking pawl interposed between the main and supplemental racks

jor holding them im their correct relative positions while moving jn unison ;
substantially as described.

73. In an apparatus such as desevibed, the combination with character desig-
nating: keys, or an indicator embodying the following elements, to wits a maid

rack with means for controlling its movement in accordance with the body widths

of the type designated: a supplemental rack; a projection on the main rack

adapted to co-operate with and move the supplemental racks at a predetermined

pout in the bavel of the main raek; an indicator moved by the supplemental

poet 7a lookiug pawl interposed between the main and supplemental mocks; @

releasing arm Tov said locking pawl and a resetting mechanism for the mam

yack controlling said releasng arin; substanlially as described.

74. In an apparatus such as described, the combination ol the following cle-

aenis, to wit? character designating keys; juslifiention designating ke)

waits avheel having zero teeth or projections thereon aud adapted to be released

and controlled by said keys; an indicator coutrolled by said units wheel and

a aero stop for iesetting sud units wheel, thrown into operative position by the

opevalion of any ouc of the justification Keys; substantially as described.
dn an apparatus such described, the combination of the following ele-

to wit: the character desiguating keys: J ificalion designating keys;

‘an indicator; a units wheel controlling said indicator and itscli controlled by

the character designating keys; jnolor for said units wheel; a ratchet

connection between said motor aud units wheel; a resetting mechanism for the

motor and a zero stop for positiming the unit wheel conirolled by the justi-

ficution designating ke, substantially as described.

76. In a character designating apparatus, the combination with character des-

ignating keys; justification desiguating keys and an indicator controlling a

units wheel having a series of zero teelh or p) ‘ojections thereon, of a motor for
impelling saidunits wheel constantly in one direction, & ratchet interposed

petween the motor and anits wheel, with a 4 getting mechanism for the molor,

and a zero stop for co-operating with the teeth or projections on the units wheel
and connections between the justification designating keys and the zero ‘stop,

whereby when said justification keys are operated, the units wheel is permitted
to advance {o a zero point prior to the resetting of the motor; substantially as

deseribed.
77. Tu a character designating apparatus, the combination wilh character

designating: justification designating keys, & units wheel, an indicator

coutrolled by said units wheel, and a motor for impelling said units wheel in one

direction, of a zero stop normally in position to arrest the units wheel at a zero

pee 3
:

point, a resetting mechuuism for the motor and connections between the resct-

fing mechanism and zero stop for holding the stop oul of operative position save

Sa the resetting mechanism is being pperated, subslantially as deseribed

+8. In a character desiguating apparatus, the combination with

designating koys, justification designating Keys, a units wheel, au indicator eon-

trolied by said wiits wheel, and a mutor for impelling said units wheel in one

direction, of a zero stop normally in position to arrest the units wheel at a zero

point, a resetting mechanism for the motor, connections between the resetting

0
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covtikenius and are sep cobodring 2 releasing pawl and connections betweon

te
Gustiicetiem

deseestine Leys and said releasing pawl, whereby when ihe

jestaieatien:Keesare epersted. ibe aniis wheel will advance under the influence.
od i=mentorSe 2 memepeemt-substaniially as described.

= Oe Ee & Sete Sceaatine apparains ihe combination with character
fae

exe pusittesioen @espestine Eers a units wheel, an indicator con-

SpaBlied Gercel wet wie aad 2 meoier for impelling said uniis wheel in one

: Smectineta acestagmeemealls te position io arrest the units wheel at a zero point,
~ @ petitemecca: fer the motor. connections between the resetting mech-

[9 auicm aml seme step subedrins a releasing pawl with means for holding said

wile when released. and connections between said pawl and

Ge Jesiiestem @eseeatins kevs, whereby upon the operation of said justi-
Semtum

Gitemaiine

Seys the pawl is released, the units wheel permitted lo

pieunt] aodiee the edceace of iis motor te a zero point and further movement

55 of Ge ae wed peevenied amiil ihe mechanism has heen reset; substantially
= dered

Bh Te = Beet: designating apparatus the combination of, the following
clement Ge SS= bey controlled character designating mechanism; an indical-

| See secdunieas caubodying a horizontally movable rack bar; a line scale indi-

| 9)cater comtrellied bythe rack bar: a resetling mechanism for the rack bar, and an

sijestublic steptexdetermining the normal. posilion of the rack bar or the length
a@ dhe Eee; as set forth.

Tested Shi: 2Hb day of Jauuary 1900.

BOULY, WADE & RILBURN,
3 Ageuls lor the Applicant.

Gelidl. Salied loc Her Majesty's StationeryOllico, by Malcomeon & Co., Ltd.—1900.
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